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Abstract

Converted-wave data can be imaged with several methodologies. The transformation of data
into the image space, is defined by an imaging operator, the simplest of which is normal
moveout correction plus stack. This is valid for a velocity model that only varies with depth
and flat layers. Depending on the degree of geological complexity there are more advanced
transformation, such as dip moveout, poststack and prestack time migration, and postack and
prestack depth migration.
This thesis uses wave-equation-based prestack migration operator for imaging. The output for this operator is in depth, image-midpoint, and subsurface offset. I present a method
to transform the subsurface offset axis into the angle domain to form converted-wave angledomain common-image gathers (PS-ADCIGs). This method exploits the robustness of computing 2-D isotropic single-mode ADCIGs, and incorporates the P-to-S velocity ratio (γ ),
with the local image-dip field. The PS-ADCIGs can also be mapped into two complementary ADCIGs, the first one is function only of the P-incidence angle, the second ADCIG is
function of the S-reflection angle. The method to obtain PS-ADCIGs is independent of the
migration algorithm implemented, as long as the migration algorithm is based on wavefield
downward-continuation, and the final prestack image is a function of the horizontal subsurface
offset.
A partial-prestack migration operator to manipulate multicomponent data, called convertedwave azimuth moveout (PS-AMO), transforms converted-wave prestack data with an arbitrary
offset and azimuth to equivalent data with a new offset and azimuth position. This operator
v

is a sequential application of converted-wave dip moveout and its inverse. As expected, PSAMO reduces to the known expression of AMO for the extreme case when the P-velocity is
the same as the S-velocity. Moreover, PS-AMO preserves the resolution of dipping events
and internally applies a correction for the lateral shift between the common midpoint and
the common reflection/conversion point. An implementation of PS-AMO in the frequencywavenumber log-stretch domain is computationally efficient. The main applications for the
PS-AMO operator are: 1) geometry regularization; 2) data-reduction through partial stacking;
and 3) interpolation of unevenly sampled data.
The converted-wave common-azimuth migration operator (PS-CAM) and the single mode
common-azimuth migration operator share the advantage that they need a 3-D prestack cube
of data with four dimensions, instead of the entire five dimensions. The five dimensions can
be reduced to four dimensions through different processes. The last portion of this thesis
compares two images of the PS data set from the OBS acquisition on the Alba oil field in the
North sea. The two images correspond to the following processes: 1. The common-azimuth
migration of the data regularized using Normal Moveout. 2. The common-azimuth migration
of the data regularized using PS Azimuth Moveout. The final results show that the image
from the data regularized using PS Azimuth Moveout is significantly better than the images
obtained the image from the data regularized using Normal Moveout.
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Preface
These research project is actually a collaborative effort of several authors, “I” actually means
“we” throughout this document. For Chapter 3, the primary collaborating authors are Sergey
Fomel, and Paul Sava. For Chapters 4 and 5, the primary collaborating authors are Biondo
Biondi and Robert Clapp.
The electronic version of this thesis1 makes the included programs and applications available to the reader. The markings [ER], [CR], and [NR] are promises by myself about the
reproducibility of each figure result. Reproducibility is a way of organizing computational
research that allows both the author and the reader of a publication to verify the reported results. Reproducibility facilitates the transfer of knowledge within SEP and between SEP and
its sponsors.

ER denotes Easily Reproducible and are the results of processing described in the paper. I
claim that you can reproduce such a figure from the programs, parameters, and makefiles included in the electronic document. The programs are present either locally in
the different directories. The data is either included in the electronic distribution, be
easily available to all researchers (e.g., SEG-EAGE data sets), or be available in the
SEP data library2 . I assume you have a UNIX workstation with Fortran, Fortran90, C,
X-Windows system and the software downloadable from our website (SEP makerules,
SEPlib, and the SEP latex package), or other free software such as SU. You will also
1 http://sepwww.stanford.edu/public/docs/sep127

2 http://sepwww.stanford.edu/public/docs/sepdatalib/toc_html/
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need to have RSF3 installed in your system and scons, the SConstruct files are inclueded
together with the Makefiles to reproduce each of the Figures. Some of the ER figures in
Chapters 2 and 5 require Matlab to be reproduced. Before the publication of the electronic document, someone other than me tested my claim by destroying and rebuilding
all ER figures.
CR denotes Conditional Reproducibility. I certify that the commands are in place to reproduce the figure if certain resources are available. SEP staff have only attempted to make
sure that the makefile rules exist and the source codes referenced are provided. The
primary reasons for the CR designation is that the processing requires 1 day or more or
ownership of the real data. In Chapter 3 proprietary data from Compagnie Générale de
Géophysique cannot be used without written permission. In Chapters 4 and 5 propietary
data from Chevron cannot be used without writter permission. The Figures displaying
these datasets are CR.
M

denotes a figure that may be viewed as a movie in the web version of the report. A movie
may be either ER or CR.

NR denotes Non-Reproducible figures. SEP discourages authors from flagging their figures
as NR except for figures that are used solely for motivation, comparison, or illustration
of the theory, such as: artist drawings, scannings, or figures taken from SEP reports not
by the authors or from non-SEP publications.
Our testing is currently limited to LINUX 2.4 (using either the Intel or Portland Group Fortran90 compiler), but the code should be portable to other architectures. Reader’s suggestions
are welcome. For more information on reproducing SEP’s electronic documents, please visit
<http://sepwww.stanford.edu/r

esear ch/r edoc /> .

3 http://egl.beg.utexas.edu/RSF/book/rsf/rsf/paper.html/
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Reflection seismology is the predominant geophysical method for hydrocarbon exploration.
Seismic data are collected both at land and at sea. The most common seismic wavefield for
hydrocarbon exploration recorded at the surface consists of compressional waves, also referred
to P-waves.
However, the seismic wavefield that propagates through the Earth’s subsurface consists of,
depending on the source wavefield, compressional waves (P-waves), two types of shear waves
(S-waves): (1) the SH-wave, where the particle motion is perpendicular to the vertical plane
defined by the source, receiver and reflection point, and (2) the SV-wave where the particle
motion is defined by the source-receiver direction. Figure 1.1 presents a graphical summary
of the components for the seismic wavefield (Tatham and McCormack, 1998).
Although, S-waves have been a very useful source of information in global seismology,
the processing and imaging of S-waves is more challenging for hydrocarbon exploration. In
the early 1950s, one of the first research studies demonstrated the potential use of S-waves
for seismic exploration. Ricker and Lynn (1950) present their observation of mode-converted
S-waves that were reflected from sharp interfaces at relatively shallow depths and observed
at relatively large offsets. Most of the studies in the 1950’s were directed to a complete understanding of the propagation of seismic waves, including P-waves and S-waves, as well as
near-surface ground roll.
1
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P − Source

SH − Source

SV − Source

Figure 1.1: Description of different components of the seismic wavefield. From left to right,
we have the P-wave, where the particle motion is parallel to the direction of wave propagation.
The SH-wave, where the particle motion is perpendicular to the vertical plane defined by the
source, receiver and reflection point. The SV-wave, where the particle motion is confined
to the plane and parallel to the source-receiver line. Adapted from Tatham and McCormack
(1998). intro-waves [NR]

In the 1960s the vibroseis to generate shear-wave energy was introduced, these early Swave vibroseis were employed in several studies. One of the objectives for these studies was
to test for possible higher resolution in S-wave data. However, the attenuation of higher frequencies limited the wavelengths of S-waves roughly to those of P-waves, and the frequency
bandwidth to almost one-half; therefore, there was no advantage on S-wave data over conventional P-wave data.
In the late 1960s and early 1970s the interest in S-wave exploration was revived because
of the new interest for hydrocarbon exploration using seismic methods in stratigraphic traps,
the interest in S-wave exploration was revived. During these times the S-waves were proved to
be useful to distinguish P-wave bright spot between those caused by gas saturation from those
caused by lithological variations. Also, the P-to-S velocity ratio was identified as a possible
indicator of lithology. However, new problems arrived with new technology, as for example
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shear-wave static problems in the near surface and a smaller frequency content produced lower
quality images compared with the conventional P-wave seismic exploration. At this time all
the work done with S-waves for seismic exploration was done on land. By the 1980s the first
reported S-wave seismic experiment was carried out on a marine environment, and also the
first three-component source and three-component receiver was generated to create the first
multicomponent seismic experiment.
Nonetheless, the satisfactory use of S-waves seismic was still doubtful. In the 1990s,
the introduction of Ocean Bottom Cable (OBC), where the seismic cables are laid down on
the sea bottom, the interest in shear-wave exploration rose again. A particular kind of OBC
includes two seismic sensors, one hydrophone and one multicomponent receiver. The hydrophone provides pressure measurements while the multicomponent receiver, that consists
of three geophones oriented in directions perpendicular to each other, measures the components of the elastic wavefield. This particular seismic acquisition method, known as Ocean
Bottom Seismograph (OBS), yields satisfactory data quality for S-wave energy in a marine
environment.
OBS seismic data provide the information to obtain compressional-wave images of the
subsurface. These images usually have fewer water-bottom multiples than streamer seismic
data. Because of the nature of the OBS data acquisition, combining the vertical component
(Z-component) of the vector wavefield and the pressure component (hydrophone), a process
known as PZ summation, produces PZ seismic sections, which are ideally free of water-bottom
multiples. There are several issues with this topic, but since they are not the main point
dissertation, they will not be discussed here.
Another advantage with OBS data is the analysis of shear-waves. Since the seismic source
is acoustic, the only way to study shear-waves is through the conversion of P-waves into SVwaves at the reflection interface. Throughout this dissertation I will refer to these seismic
sections as converted-wave data (PS data), where the downgoing path is a P-wave and the
upgoing path is an SV-wave. The PS sections of the OBS seismic dataset have proved to be
useful in several areas, as for example, the identification of gas seepages, P-wave reflections
are disturbed by the presence of gas in the subsurface, however, S-waves help to clarify the
subsurface image since they are not affected by the presence of gas. Another application is
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the identification of hydrocarbons, S-waves provide information on the nature of subsurface
lithology and pore-fluid saturation; therefore, S-waves highlight those reservoirs that were
previously undetectable by P-waves.
There are many aspects related with OBS data, that will be impossible to address in a
single dissertation. Some of these issues are coupling of geophones with the ocean bottom,
vector fidelity of the seismic wavefield, vector decomposition, PZ summation, among others.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The focus of this thesis is to determine the most accurate processes and operators to properly
image PS data.
Converted-wave seismic data have intrinsic characteristics that make their processing different than that of conventional PP seismic data. For a simple horizontal layer embedded
in a constant-velocity medium the concept of Common Midpoint Gathers (CMP), does not
hold for PS data; therefore, each trace represents a different point in the subsurface. For
PS data, the most common representation is known as Common Reflection/Conversion-point
Gathers (CRP/CCP). Figure 1.2 shows an schematic representation for both the CMP and the
CCP/CRP definition. The top panel represents the raypath geometry for a converted-mode ray
in a CMP distribution; because of the difference between the P-velocity and the S-velocity,
each source-receiver ray illuminates a different point in the subsurface. The bottom panels presents the raypath for the converted-mode ray distribution in CRP/CCP geometry. The
appropriate knowledge of the P-wave velocity, the S-wave velocity, and the physics of wave
propagation, makes it possible to arrange each source-receiver ray to illuminate the same point
in the subsurface, this point is also known as the image point.
CCP stacking is a processing technique for converted-wave data that approximates the
correction from the CMP to the CCP domain; however, the final result is in the time domain
and the knowledge of the P and S velocity models is required.
Another characteristic of converted-wave data is that the polarity flips along the reflection hyperbola. This polarity change is an intrinsic property of the shear-wave displacement
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Figure 1.2: Schematic representation for the CMP and CCP/CRP definition for convertedwave data. Top panel shows the CMP distribution, because of the difference between the P
and the S velocities each source-receiver ray illuminates a different point in the subusurface.
The CCP/CRP distribution where each source-receiver ray illuminates the same point, is the
appropiate representation for converted-wave data. intro-rays [NR]

(Danbom and Domenico, 1988). In a constant-velocity medium, the vector displacement field
produces opposite movements in the receivers at either side of the intersection of the normal
ray with the surface (Figure 1.3). This leads to the polarity flip along the same reflection.
Figure 1.4 presents a characteristic Common Shot Gather (CSG) for the PS section of the
2-D OBS Mahogany data set in the Gulf of Mexico. This is an example of the polarity flip
characteristic of converted-wave data.
In a complex velocity medium, the normal ray determines the location of the polarity flip.
For flat reflectors in v(z) media, and in areas with constant P-to-S velocity ratio (γ ), the normal
incidence ray emerges at the surface at zero-offset. However, in general, the P and S raypaths
corresponding to the normal-incidence (zero-amplitude) ray will not necessarily emerge at the
surface at the zero-offset point. Figure 1.5 illustrates this for the case of a dipping layer and a
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−g

Figure 1.3: Polarity inversion in converted waves seismic data. +g and
-g correspond to positive and negative polarity in a common shot gather.
The vector displacement field produces opposite movements at either
size of the intersection of the normal ray with the surface. intro-pflip
[NR]

Figure 1.4: PS Common Shot Gather
(CSG) from the 2-D Mahogany data
set in the Gulf of Mexico. Note the
polarity flip along the same hyperbolas. intro-shot-intro [ER]
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non-constant γ .
g h0 s

Figure 1.5: Polarity flip problem for
a dipping layer and a non-constant γ .
intro-pflip2 [NR]
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For 3-D OBS data, the irregularity in the acquisition geometry is an additional problem
for the imaging of converted-wave data. Irregular geometries are a serious impediment for
accurate subsurface imaging (Beasley, 1994; Gardner and Canning, 1994; Chemingui, 1996).
Irregularly sampled data affect the image with amplitude artifacts and phase distortions if the
missing data are assumed to be zero traces. Irregular geometry problems are more acute in
cases in which the amplitude information is one of the main goals of study. Typical OBS
seismic data acquisition presents processing problems similar to those of land data. Gardner
and Canning (1994) demonstrate some of the effects of irregular sampling on 3-D prestack
migration, through synthetic examples using real 3-D land-acquisition geometry. Figure 1.6
illustrates this problem. This figure presents the source and receiver distribution for 3-D OBS
data set in the Alba oil field in the North Sea. The gap in the source distribution, panel (a),
is due to an oil production platform. These gaps in the data result in artifacts in the final 3-D
image.

Figure 1.6: Geometry description for a subset of the OBS dataset from the Alba oil field in the
North Sea. Panel (a) shows the source distribution. Panel (b) shows the receiver distribution.
Note the gap in the source distribution due to an oil platform. intro-shot-rec2-nc [CR]
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THESIS OVERVIEW
This dissertation focus on several problems with processing and imaging of the convertedwave section of OBS seismic data. First, the CMP to CCP/CRP transformation, although there
are several methods that approximate this transformation, many of them assume an Earth’s
subsurface structure conformed by flat layers and constant velocity. The second problem is
the polarity-flip correction, conventional process flips the polarity for the negative offsets in
all the common shot gathers. I propose a solution that actually uses the polarity flip to indicate
the accuracy of the subsurface image. Finally, I address the irregularity in the 3-D acquisition
geometry, I use a new method for converted waves that utilizes an imaging operator designed
to handle converted-wave data. The final solutions for these three problems are composed of an
image which dimensions are depth, image-midpoint location, and subsurface-offset location.
Imaging is the combined process of migration and velocity analysis. The final image provides information on the structure of the Earth’s subsurface and it should also yields estimates
for the P and S velocity models. This problem is non-linear in nature. To obtain a reliable
image, we need a reliable velocity model. This thesis is divided into four main chapters.
Chapters 2 and 3 address 2-D problems in the PS portion of the OBS seismic data. Chapters 4
and 5 focus on 3-D PS OBS seismic data. I will give a brief summary of the main points and
conclusions for each of these chapters.

Chapter 2: PS imaging operators
Chapter 2 presents a simple description of existing imaging operators for PS data. The first
two operators are Normal Moveout and Dip Moveout. The problem of CCP stacking has been
widely addressed in the past (Tessmer and Behle, 1988; Iverson et al., 1989). The solutions
presented in these works apply a lateral shift to the traces in the CMP gathers, such that the
new trace position corresponds with the lateral position of the conversion point. However,
the final representation of the results is in the data domain, which is composed of time, data
midpoint location, and surface offset.
The last imaging operator that I describe is prestack depth migration. An ideal case
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would be to use a two-way wave-propagation operator, such as reverse-time migration or
elastic wave-equation migration. These processes are very expensive and not yet practical
for most data sizes. As an approximation to this process, I present an acoustic prestack waveequation-based migration operator, using two propagation velocities, a P-velocity to propagate
the source function and an S-velocity to propagate the receiver function. This approximation
is valid, since the source for an OBS acquisition is acoustic, and I use the approximation that
the elastic components of the seismic wavefield are produced at the reflections.
Chapter 2 describes the basic problems for imaging PS data. I conclude that the ideal domain to address most of the problems for PS imaging, is composed of depth, image-midpoint
location, and subsurface offset.

Chapter 3: PS angle-domain common-image gathers

Chapter 3 introduces the techniques and tools to understand and analyze the prestack PS image
obtained using wave-equation migration on converted-wave data.
Depending on the seismic experiment we are analyzing, the coordinates of the image space
possess different information relevant to the experiment. We refer to a conventional seismic
reflection experiment, where the source and the receiver have the same type of wave, as singlemode. For this case, the transformation from the subsurface-offset domain into the angledomain is a well-known process in the literature (Sava and Fomel, 2003). In this case the
angle axis represents the true reflection opening angle. Chapter 3 discusses the commonimage gathers for PS seismic data, focusing mainly on the accurate transformation from the
subsurface-offset domain into the angle-domain to obtain true PS-ADCIGs.
Using both synthetic and real datasets, I show that true PS-ADCIGs correctly describe the
image, where the polarity flip occurs at zero angle and it is an indicator for the accuracy of the
final PS image. Furthermore, the true PS-ADCIGs could be used to update both the P and the
S velocity models using, for example, velocity analysis by profile migration (Al-Yahya, 1987)
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Chapter 4: PS Azimuth Moveout
The 3-D portion for this dissertation begins with Chapter 4. As discussed previously, OBS
acquisition has many advantages. But it also presents new challenges for seismic processing
and imaging. An example of such a challenge is dealing with irregularity in the acquisition
geometry.
This chapter presents the azimuth moveout for converted waves, PS-AMO, that is the
sequential application of converted-wave dip moveout and its inverse. PS-AMO preserves the
resolution of dipping events and internally applies a correction for the lateral shift between the
common midpoint and the common reflection/conversion point. This chapter also presents the
implementation of PS-AMO in the log-stretch frequency-wavenumber domain.
Chapter 4 also formulates the irregular acquisition geometry problems in the least-squares
problem. This method collapses the crossline offset dimension to form a 4-dimensional cube
to be used for migration using the common-azimuth downward-continuation operator future
processing techniques, such as common-azimuth migration. This method uses the information
of surrounding traces, through the PS-AMO operator, to fill in the acquisition gaps, and form
a regularized 4-dimensional cube. The solutions for the least-squares problem are illustrated
using the real 3-D OBS dataset from the Alba oil field in the North Sea.

Chapter 5: PS common-azimuth migration
Chapter 5 describes a downward-continuation method to migrate 3-D converted-wave data.
This downward-continuation operator uses the stationary-phase approximation for the full 3-D
prestack downward-continuation operator. This chapter demonstrates that is feasible to extend
the existing common-azimuth downward-continuation to handle PS data. This PS commonazimuth operator uses two propagation velocity models for each of the wavefields.
Finally, I test the PS-CAM operator with the results obtained in Chapter 4 for the real 3-D
OBS dataset from the Alba oil field. I compare two images. The first image is the result of
using normal moveout plus stacking to obtain a common-azimuth cube. Second, the result
obtained using the method developed in Chapter 4. The comparison between these two results
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show that the correct handling of irregular geometries before the migration yields to better
image results.
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Chapter 2
PS imaging operators

SUMMARY
A converted-wave subsurface image is the result of mapping the PS seismic data into a model
of the Earth’s subsurface. This mapping is performed using an imaging operator, there are
several imaging operators, each of these operators creates a model for the subsurface structure.
The accuracy of these models depends on the precision for each of the imaging operators. One
of the simplest mapping is performed using normal moveout plus stacking. This operator is
valid for a model that consists on horizontal layers embedded in a constant velocity medium.
To handle more complex geological structures there are more advanced imaging operators, as
for example, dip moveout, poststack and prestack time migration, and postack and prestack
depth migration.

INTRODUCTION
As for conventional P-wave seismic data, the simplest imaging methods for PS data produces
images in the time domain. For PS data, however, even these simple methods are more complicated than their counterparts in conventional PP seismic processing.
13
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The conventional PP-NMO processing yields an estimate of the P-wave propagation velocity. For stratified media, this estimate is known as the RMS velocity (Dix, 1955). In contrast,
PS-NMO processing estimates two parameters that relate both the P-wave velocity and the
S-wave velocity. The first parameter is the product of both velocities, i.e effective velocity
(veff ). The second parameter is the ratio between the two velocities, that is the the γ value. For
the purpose of this thesis, I will define the P-to-S velocity ratio as γ = v p /vs .
Another imaging operator, Dip Moveout, introduces a dip-dependent correction for a more
appropriate transformation of prestack data into zero-offset data, in the presence of dipping
layers. Harrison (1990), Huub Den Rooijen (1991), Xu et al. (2001a) discuss the DMO correction for converted-wave data. Throughout this chapter, I present a fast PS-DMO operator
that is more accurate than existing PS-DMO operators. This new PS-DMO operator is implemented in the frequency-wavenumber log-stretch domain, this operator is the starting point for
the partial-prestack migration operator introduced in Chapter 4.
Throughout this chapter, I present the derivation of basic PS imaging operators. For complex geological structures, basic PS imaging operators, like PS-NMO, PS-DMO and poststack
time or depth migration, are not able to provide a satisfactory image of the subsurface. This
chapter concludes with the prestack wave-equation depth migration as the most suitable operator to image PS seismic data.

NORMAL MOVEOUT
A seismic trace represents a signal d(t) recorded at a constant location x. The normal moveout
operator transforms a trace into a “vertical propagation” signal, m(τ ) = d(t), by stretching t

into τ (Claerbout, 1999). For conventional PP seismic processing the NMO transformation is

generally described as a hyperbola. For PS waves the traveltime moveout does not approximate a hyperbola for large values of offset-to-depth ratio even for an Earth’s model consisting
on horizontal layers embedded in a constant P and S velocities.
One of the main characteristic of converted-wave data is their non-hyperbolic moveout in
CMP gathers. However, for certain values of offset-to-depth ratio, it is possible to approximate
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the non-hyperbolic moveout in a CMP gather to a hyperbola (Tessmer and Behle, 1988).
Castle (1988) developed a non-hyperbolic moveout equation for converted-wave data. This
equation consists on three coefficients instead of the two coefficients for the hyperbolic equation. Castle’s (1988) non-hyperbolic moveout equation is a function of both the P-velocity
and the S-velocity. Next, I present an expression for the non-hyperbolic moveout equation in
terms of γ .
Equation 2.1 is the third-order approximation for the total traveltime function of reflected
PP or SS data presented by Taner and Koehler (1969):

t 2 = c1 + c2 x 2 + c3 x 4 ,

(2.1)

where x represents surface-offset, the first coefficient c1 = b12 , the second coefficient c2 =

and the third coefficient c3 =

b22 −b1 b3
,
4b24

bm =

b1
b2 ,

where

n
X
k=1


+ vs2m−3
.
z k v 2m−3
pk
k

(2.2)

The summation index k indicates the stratigraphic layers in the model, v p is the vertical Pvelocity, and vs is the S-velocity.
For the second order approximation of the total traveltime function, Tessmer and Behle
(1988) show that the first coefficient, c1 , is simplified as
n
X



1
1
+
v p k vs k

 !2

= t02 ,

(2.3)



1
1
z
+
k
k=1
1
v pk
vsk
 = 2 ,
c2 = P n
veff
k=1 z k v pk + vsk

(2.4)

c1 =

zk

k=1

and the second coefficient, c2 , reduces to
Pn
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2
where veff
= v p · vs . This simplification for the second coefficient (c2 ) is valid only for constant

values of γ .

The third coefficient, as presented by Castle (1988), is

c3 =

 P

2 P n
1
1
· nk=1 z k (v 3pk + vs3k )
+
z
(v
+
v
)
−
z
k
p
s
k
k
k
k=1
k=1
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.
4
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4
z
(v
+
v
)
k
p
s
k
k
k=1

Pn

(2.5)

For one layer, equation 2.5 simplifies to

c3 =

i
h
z 2 (v p + vs )2 − ( v1p + v1s )(v 3p + vs3 )
4z 4 (v p + vs )4

,

(2.6)

which reduces to

v3

c3 =

v3

2v p vs − vps − vsp
4z 2 (v p + vs )4

.

(2.7)

Equation 2.7 represents the simplification for the third coefficient (c3 ) as a function of both
the P-velocity and the S-velocity. However, equation 2.7 can be rewritten using the results of
2
2 −1
equation 2.3 and 2.4, that is, v 2prms = veff
γ and vs2rms = veff
γ . Remember, the velocity ratio

γ is approximately constant in all layers. With these assumptions, the new expression for the

third coefficient (c3 ) in the total traveltime function is
c3 =

2 − γ 2 + γ −2



4
4t02 veff
γ 1/2 + γ −1/2

4 .

(2.8)

The coefficient c3 is the term in the total traveltime function that controls the non-hyperbolicity
characteristic for PS reflections. Figure 2.1 plots equation 2.8, as a function of the offset-todepth ratio. Notice that the non-hyperbolicity is primarily observed for large values of the
offset-to-depth ratio, this conclusion validates the assumption of Tessmer and Behle (1988),
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that is the non-hyperbolic moveout can be approximated with a hyperbola for small values of
the offset-to-depth ratio. Also, note that the correction is always negative and ignoring it will
result in overestimates values for the velocities.
Substituting equations 2.3, 2.4 and 2.8 into the total traveltime equation 2.1, I obtain the
non-hyperbolic moveout equation for PS data
2

t =

t02 +

"
 #
2 − γ 2 + γ −2
x2
x4
+ 2 4
 .
2
veff
t0 veff 4 γ 1/2 + γ −1/2 4

(2.9)

Equation 2.9 depends only on two parameters: 1) the effective velocity (veff ), and 2) the P-to-S
velocity ratio (γ ). It is also important to note that this equation assumes a constant value of γ
in all layers. For the non-physical case of v p = vs , i.e. no converted waves, γ equals 1, and
equation (2.9) reduces to the conventional hyperbolic normal moveout equation. This equation

also assumes a single layer model.
Figure 2.2 shows the traveltime computed with equation 2.9, with a constant P-velocity
of 2 km/s, and S-velocity of 0.6 km/s, a maximum absolute offset of 7 km, and four horizontal reflectors at depths of 0.8, 1.5, 2.2, 2.9 km. The dotted curve represents non-hyperbolic
moveout, equation (2.9), and the solid curve represents the hyperbolic moveout equation, that
is omitting the third term in equation (2.9). Observe that for deeper reflectors and small offset
both curves match reasonably well.
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Figure 2.1: Non-hyperbolic term as a
function of the offset-to-depth ratio.
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Synthetic example
Figure 2.3 displays a simple synthetic model. The model consists of four horizontal layers
embedded in a vertical gradient velocity model. The initial P-velocity is 2 km/s with a verticalgradient of 0.4 s−1 , and the initial S-velocity is 1 km/s with a vertical gradient of 0.2 s −1 ;
therefore, this example has a constant P-to-S velocity ratio of γ = 2.

Figure 2.3: Simple synthetic model, The model consists on four horizontal layers with a vertical gradient velocity model, psimg-model [ER]
Figure 2.4 shows the results for this experiment. Panel (a) exhibits the synthetic CMP
gather. Panel (b) shows the same CMP gather as in the previous panel after hyperbolic NMO,
that is using two terms in the total traveltime equation. Panel (c) shows the same CMP gather
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as in panel (a) after non-hyperbolic NMO, that is using three terms in the total traveltime
equation.
I use a Kirchhoff modeling scheme to obtain the synthetic data in panel (a). Observe the
change in the polarity along the four reflections at zero offset. This polarity flip is characteristics of converted-wave data, since the P-to-S velocity ratio is constant then the polarity flip
happens at zero offset.
Compare the results in panels (b) and (c). The hyperbolic normal moveout result, panel
(b), presents an overcorrection for the the first reflection, that is visible at large offset values.
This overcorrection is less severe after using non-hyperbolic moveout correction. However, the
overcorrection caused by hyperbolic solution disappears after the third reflector, the hyperbolic
moveout correction and the non-hyperbolic moveout equation achieve the same result for deep
reflectors and short offset.
This simple example shows that for large offset-to-depth ratio more terms in the total traveltime equation yield better flat results are achieved. Also, for small offset-to-depth ratio both
approximations achieved the same result; therefore, it is possible to still hyperbolic moveout
equation to obtain a simple model of the Earth’s subsurface.

DIP MOVEOUT
To incorporate the dip effect, Huub Den Rooijen (1991) transforms data from CMP-sorted
data to CCP-sorted data using a dip moveout operator. Like the PP-DMO, PS-DMO may
reduce the problem of reflection point dispersal due to reflector dip without knowledge of
the reflector geometry. Most of the existing PS-DMO operators give errors due to truncation
of power series and/or second order approximations (Xu et al., 2001a). Xu et al. (2001a)
shows a fast converted-wave dip moveout operator in the f-k log-stretch domain which partially
alleviates approximation errors. His operator correctly handles the kinematics, but produces
weak amplitudes for steeply dipping reflectors at high propagation angles. Throughout this
section I present a review of the operator developed by Xu et al. (2001a) operator and extend
it to correctly handle high propagation angles for steeply dipping reflectors.
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Figure 2.4: (a) Synthetic CMP gather. (b) Two term NMO result. (c) Three term NMO result.
psimg-synt-nmo [ER,M]

Kinematics of PS-DMO
The kinematics of PS-DMO have been widely discussed in the literature. Harrison (1990) is
the first to derive the zero-offset mapping equation for converted waves. He uses an integralsummation approach, similar to Deregowski and Rocca (1981) to apply DMO to convertedwave data. He also applies the PS zero-offset mapping and the adjoint of his operator in order
to obtain the operator that describes the cascade of PS-NMO plus PS-DMO, also known as the
Rocca’s PS operator. The impulse response for the Rocca’s PS operator is produced by taking
an impulse on a constant offset section and migrating it to produce ellipses. Each element
or point along the ellipses is then diffracted, setting the offset to zero, to produce hyperbolas
(Claerbout, 1999).
Figure 2.5 shows a comparison between the Rocca’s smear operator for single-mode PP
data and for converted-mode PS data. Kinematically, Rocca’s operator for converted waves is
both laterally shifted and non-symmetric. This is an expected result, since the upgoing wave
path is slower than the downgoing wave path, so that the inflection point of the PS impulse
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response is at a later time than the PP impulse response. This is because the S-wave velocity
is slower than the P-wave velocity.

Figure 2.5: Rocca’s operator, for single-mode PP data (left) and converted-mode PS data
(right) psimg-rocca [ER,M]
This thesis presents a more accurate converted-wave DMO operator. This operator also
accounts for lateral movement of the midpoint location after doing DMO and follows the
amplitude distribution presented by Jaramillo (1997).

Derivation of the PS-DMO operator
The total traveltime (t) for a reflector at depth z in a medium with constant P-velocity (v p ) and
S-velocity (vs ) is:
t=

p

z 2 + (h + x)2
+
vp

p

z 2 + (h − x)2
.
vs

(2.10)

where h is the half-offset and x is the surface midpoint-location. By introducing the ratio,
γ =

vp
vs ,

and following Huub Den Rooijen’s (1991) derivations, as well as work by Xu et al.

(2001a), I have the following standard form of elliptical equation:

!
v p tn2
4γ h 2
z + 1 − 2 2 (x + D)2 =
vp t
(1 + γ )2
2

(2.11)
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This equation introduces two more terms that were absent in equation 2.10, namely tn , the
NMO-corrected time; and, D, this term represents the lateral shift responsible for the CMP
to CCP/CRP correction. The main difference among the existing PS-DMO operators is in the
computation and correction from CMP to CCP (D). Throughout this thesis I use the definition
presented by Xu et al. (2001a):

"

4γ h 2
D = 1+ 2 2
v p tn + 2γ (1 − γ )h 2

#

1−γ
h.
1+γ

(2.12)

The PS-DMO smile equation is presented as follows:

t02
y2
+
= 1,
tn2 H 2

(2.13)

where

y = x + D,
√
2 γ
h = αh,
H =
1+γ
#
"
1−γ
4γ h 2
D = 1+ 2 2
h.
v p tn + 2γ (1 − γ )h 2 1 + γ

(2.14)
(2.15)

PS-DMO in the frequency-wavenumber log-stretch domain
Zhou et al. (1996) discuss that Hale’s (1984) DMO operator via a Fourier transform is computationally expensive because the DMO operator is temporally nonstationary. They use the
technique of logarithmic time stretching, first introduced by Bolondi et al. (1982) to present
another derivation for the frequency-wavenumber log-stretch DMO operator.
Xu et al. (2001a) exploit the idea of computational efficiency of the logarithmic time
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stretching for the PS-DMO operator. I reformulate the work of Xu et al. (2001a) using the
PS-DMO smile derived in the previous section and following a procedure similar to Hale
(1984) and Zhou et al. (1996). This operation is valid for a constant velocity case.
From equation 2.13, and following Hale’s (1984) assumption that the DMO operator maps
each sample of the NMO section ( pn ) from time tn to time t0 without changing its midpoint
location, x [ p0 (t0 , x, h) = pn (tn , x, h)], the 2-D PS-DMO operator in the f-k domain is

P0 (ω, k, h) =

Z Z

p0 (t0 , y, h)ei(ωt0 −ky) dt0 dy.

(2.16)

Equation (2.13) implies a change of variable from t0 to tn . From equation (2.13) we have

t02

=

tn2



y2
1− 2
H



(2.17)

and

dtn
=
dt0

s



2

H2
,
tn2

(2.18)

H 2k 2
≡ A.
tn2 ω2

(2.19)

dt0
1+
dy

which I will represent as A or its Fourier equivalent:

dtn
=
dt0

s

1+

Therefore, equation 2.16 becomes
P0 (ω, k, h) =

Z Z

A−1 p0 (tn , x, h)eiω Atn e−ik(x+D) dtn d x.

(2.20)
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Equation (2.20) is the foundation of PS-DMO in the f-k domain. I introduce a time log-stretch
transform pair,
 
tn
,
τ = ln
tc
tn = t c e τ ,

(2.21)
(2.22)

where tc is the minimum cutoff time introduced to avoid taking the logarithm of zero. The
PS-DMO operator in the f-k log-stretch domain becomes

P0 (, k, h) = Pn (, k, h)eik D F(, k, h),

(2.23)

F(, k, h) = ei8(,k,h) ,

(2.24)

where

with

8(, k, h) =







1
 ln 12
2

q

0

2αkh 2


+1+1



for  = 0

for  6 = 0

(2.25)

where  is the Fourier representation of the log-stretched time axis τ . The value of the function 8(, k, h) for either kh = 0 or  = 0 is obtained as zero by taking the limit of the function

8(, k, h) for either kh → 0 or  → 0 and applying the L’Hopital’s rule.

The previous expression is equivalent to the one presented by Xu et al. (2001a). Note that
equation (2.25) is based on the assumption that p0 (t0 , x, h) = pn (tn , x, h). This does not include
changes in midpoint position and/or common reflection point position. This leads to a correct
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kinematic operator but one with a poor amplitude distribution along steeply dipping reflectors.
Zhou et al. (1996) solve this problem for PP-DMO in the f-k log-stretch domain by reformulating the f-k log-stretch PP-DMO operator presented by Black et al. (1993). This operator
is based on the assumption that the midpoint changes its location after the PP-DMO operator
is applied [ p0 (t0 , x0 , h) = pn (tn , xn , h)], which leads to a more accurate distribution of amplitudes. Following the derivation used by Zhou et al. (1996) for PP-DMO, for steeply dipping

events I derive a more accurate PS-DMO operator in the frequency-wavenumber log-stretch
domain. This new operator differs from the previous one in the function 8(, k, h) of the filter
F(, k, h). The new expression is

8(, k, h) =





q
1

1+
 2

αkh

2αkh 2


− 1 − ln 21

q


2αkh 2


+1+1



for  = 0

for  6 = 0

(2.26)

The values of the phase-like function 8(, k, h) at the points kh = 0 and  = 0 are obtained

using L’Hopital’s rule on the limit of the function 8(, k, h), since the function is singular at
those points. Figure 2.6 shows a series of impulse responses for this operator.

Note that for a value of γ = 1, equivalent to α = 1, the filter reduces to the known ex-

pression for P-wave data (Zhou et al., 1996). We can trust the PS results since the PP impulse

response, obtained with the filter in equation 2.26 and γ = 1, is the same as that obtained by
Zhou et al. (1996). Moreover, the amplitude distribution follows Jaramillo’s (1997) result.

The 3-D representation for this PS-DMO operator is the starting point for the partial-prestack
migration operator presented in Chapter 4.

WAVE-EQUATION IMAGING
The previous two operators have in common the description of the image in the time domain.
However, there are several limitations describing a converted-wave image in the time domain.
NMO requires knowledge of two parameters and although the two parameters can be estimated
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Figure 2.6: Impulse responses for the f-k log-stretch DMO operator. Panel (a) represents the
conventional PP-DMO operator, and panel (b) represents the PS-DMO operator. psimg-imps
[ER,M]

very accurately, NMO is still an approximation and will not produce an accurate image in
geologically complex areas. DMO also presents limitations, as for example the transformation
from CMP to CRP. There are several other operators that will also provide a better image of
converted-wave data, such as, poststack and prestack time migration. One of the main ideas
behind this thesis is to prove that the ideal domain to describe and interpret converted-wave
images is in depth.
Recent advances in computer power make it practical to use prestack depth migration as
an imaging operator. This operator directly transforms our data, which is in data-midpoint position, data-offset, and time coordinates [(m D , h D , t)], into an image that is in image-midpoint
location, image-offset, and depth coordinates [(m ξ , h ξ , z ξ )].
Prestack depth migration can be achieved using Kirchhoff migration methods, which are
based on a high-frequency approximation of the wave-equation. Kirchhoff methods require
the summation of the data over complex multivalued surfaces, and cannot correctly handle
complex subsurfaces. The high-frequency approximation breaks down for very complex subsurface structures.
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Wave-equation-based methods provide a solution to the wave-equation along the entire
range of frequencies, wave-equation-based methods can handle complex subsurface structures such as overthrusts, salt bodies, and others. There are several ways to implement waveequation migration, which differ mainly in propagation of the wavefield and the imaging condition. The next section describes the basics of prestack wave-equation imaging, Its main
purpose is to describe the algorithm I use to transform the prestack data into the prestack
image space, and describe the elements of this space.

Downward-continuation migration
Claerbout (1999) introduces this concept and provides all the basic details for downwardcontinuation methods, including the survey-sinking concept. The explanation of all of these
details is beyond the scope of this dissertation. I present only the basic concepts and describe
how they can be adapted to converted-wave data.
The concept of survey-sinking is basically a downward continuation of the sources and the
receivers. The shots and receivers can be downward continued to different depths during the
process; however, they need to be at the same depth for the final image to be correct. To apply
survey-sinking to converted-wave data the downward continuation of the source wavefield is
carried out with the P-waves velocity, and the receiver wavefield is downward-continued with
the velocity for the S-wave.
Using the concept of survey-sinking the final prestack I (m ξ , z ξ ) is obtained by taking the
wavefield U at time equal zero (t = 0),
I (m ξ , z ξ ) = U (s = m ξ , g = m ξ , z ξ , t = 0).

(2.27)

where s, g, z represent the source position, the receiver position, and the reflector depth,
respectively. For the final image to be correct, the data should migrate both to zero traveltime
zero subsurface offset. This point in the image space also represents the conversion point for
PS data. This is achieved with the correct velocity model. For the converted-wave case there
will be two different velocity models.
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The sinking or downward continuation of the wavefield at the surface (z = 0) to a different

depth level is described by

Uz (ω, m ξ , h ξ ) = Uz=0 (ω, m ξ , h ξ )ei zkzs ei zkzg

(2.28)

This process is enabled by applying the Double Square Root (DSR) equation. In 2D this is
described as follows

k z = DSR(ω, km ξ , kh ξ )
= kzs + kzr
s

1
ω2
− (km ξ − kh ξ )2 −
= − 2
v p (m ξ , z ξ ) 4

s

1
ω2
− (km ξ + kh ξ )2 .
2
vs (m ξ , z ξ ) 4

(2.29)

The final prestack image is extracted by summing all the frequencies at each depth level.

I (m ξ , z ξ , h ξ ) =

X

Uz (ω, m ξ , z ξ , h ξ ).

(2.30)

ω

Different downward-continuation migration algorithms differ in the implementation of the
DSR equation. This does not impact the results presented in the following sections. As mentioned before, in both the P-waves and the S-waves velocities, the energy should collapse to
zero subsurface-offset. However, we can extract more information from our image - that is
velocity information - by transforming the subsurface offset into angle information. Chapter
3 describes this process for converted-wave data and presents both a synthetic and a real data
examples.

Chapter 3

PS angle-domain common-image gathers

SUMMARY

Wavefield-extrapolation methods can produce Angle-Domain Common-Image Gathers (ADCIGs). These ADCIGs are a function of the half-aperture angle, that is, the average between the incidence angle and the reflection angle. This chapter presents a method to compute
ADCIGs for converted-wave data (PS-ADCIGs) after imaging with wave-equation migration.
The method exploits the robustness of computing 2-D isotropic single-mode ADCIGs, and
incorporates both the P-to-S velocity ratio (γ ), and the local image-dip field. This method
also maps the final PS-ADCIGs into two different angle-domain common-image gathers, the
first ADCIG is function of the P incidence angle, the second one is function of the S reflection angle. Results with both synthetic data and real data show the practical application for
converted-wave angle-domain common-image gathers. The main contribution of this chapter is independent of the migration algorithm implemented. The approach is valid as long as
the migration algorithm is based on wavefield downward continuation, and the final prestack
image is a function of the horizontal subsurface offset.
29
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INTRODUCTION

The imaging operator transforms the data, which is in data-midpoint position, data-offset,
and time coordinates [(m D , h D , t)], into an image that is in image-midpoint location, offset,
and depth coordinates [(m ξ , h, z ξ )]. This image provides information about the accuracy of
the velocity model. This information is present in the redundancy of the prestack seismic
image, (i.e. non-zero-offset images). The subsets of this image for a fixed image point (m ξ )
with coordinates (z ξ , h) are known as common-image gathers (CIGs), or common-reflectionpoint gathers (CRPs). If the CIGs are a function of (z ξ , h), the gathers are also referred as
offset-domain common-image gathers (ODCIGs). The common-image gathers can also be
expressed in terms of the opening angle θ , by transforming the offset axis (h) into the opening
angle (θ ) to obtain a common-image gather with coordinates (z ξ ,θ ); these gathers are known
as Angle-Domain Common-Image Gathers (ADCIGs) (de Bruin et al., 1990; Prucha et al.,
1999; Brandsberg-Dahl et al., 1999; Rickett and Sava, 2002; Sava and Fomel, 2003; Biondi
and Symes, 2004).
There are two kinds of ODCIGs: those produced by Kirchhoff migration, and those produced by wave-equation migration. There is a conceptual difference in the offset dimension
between these two kinds of gathers. For Kirchhoff ODCIGs, the offset is a data parameter
(h = h D ), and involves the concept of flat gathers. For wave-equation ODCIGs, the offset

dimension is a model parameter (h = h ξ ), and involves the concept of focused events. In
this chapter, I will refer to these gathers as subsurface offset-domain common-image gathers

(SODCIGs). Imaging artifacts due to multipathing are present in ODCIGs. However, an event
in an angle section uniquely determines a ray couple, which in turn uniquely locates the reflector. Hence, the image representation in the angle domain does not have artifacts due to
multipathing (Stolk and Symes, 2002; Clapp, 2005a). Unlike ODCIGs, ADCIGs produced
with either Kirchhoff methods or wave-equation methods have similar characteristics, since
the ADCIGs describe the reflectivity as a function of the reflection angle.
This chapter also presents the option to transform the PS-ADCIGs into two angle-domain
common-image gathers. The first angle-gather is function of the P-incidence angle, the second
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one is function of S-reflection angle. I refer to these two angle gathers as P-ADCIGs and SADCIGs, respectively. Throughout this process, the ratio between the different velocities plays
an important role in the transformation. I present the equations for this mapping and show
results on a synthetic data set. I also present results on a 2-D real data set from the Mahogany
field in the Gulf of Mexico. For this exercise a comparison between the PZ-ADCIGs and the
PS-ADCIGs yield information to improved the PS image.

TRANSFORMATION TO THE ANGLE DOMAIN

The transformation to the angle domain of PS-SODCIGs follows an approach similar to the 2D isotropic single-mode (PP) method (Sava and Fomel, 2003). Figure 3.1 describes the angles
I use in this section. For the converted-mode case, I define the following angles:
φ +σ
,
2
2αx + φ − σ
α ≡
.
2
θ ≡

(3.1)

In definition 3.1 the angles φ, σ , and α x represent the incident, reflected, and geological dip
angles, respectively. This definition is consistent with the single-mode case; notice that for
the single-mode case the angles φ and σ are the same. Therefore, the angle θ represents the
reflection angle, and the angle α represents the geological dip (Sava and Fomel, 2003; Biondi
and Symes, 2004). For the converted-mode case, the angles φ and σ are not the same. Hence,
the angle θ is the half-aperture angle, and the angle α is the pseudo-geological dip.
Throughout this chapter, I present a relationship between the known quantities from our
image, I (m ξ , z ξ , h ξ ), and the half-aperture angle (θ ). Appendix A presents the full derivation
of this relationship. Here, I present only the final result, its explanation and its implications.
The final relationship to obtain converted-mode angle-domain common-image gathers is the
following (Appendix A):
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2θ

φ

 
 

σ
αx

Figure 3.1: Definition of angles for the converted-mode reflection experiment. The angles θ ,
φ, σ , αx represent the half-aperture, the incident, the reflection, and the geological dip angles,
respectively. psadcig-angles_new [NR]

tan θ =

4γ (m ξ , z ξ ) tan θ0 + F(m ξ , z ξ )(γ 2 (m ξ , z ξ ) − 1)(tan2 θ0 + 1)
,
tan2 θ0 (γ (m ξ , z ξ ) − 1)2 + (γ (m ξ , z ξ ) + 1)2

(3.2)

where

∂ zξ
,
∂h ξ
∂ zξ
.
F(m ξ , z ξ ) = −
∂m ξ
tan θ0 = −

Equation 3.2 consists of three main components. First γ (m ξ , z ξ ) is the P-to-S velocity ratio. Next, θ0 is the pseudo-opening angle. This pseudo-opening angle is the angle obtained
throughout the conventional method to transform SODCIGs into isotropic ADCIGs as described by Sava and Fomel (2003). Finally, F(m ξ , z ξ ) is the field of local image-dips. Equation 3.2 describes the transformation from the subsurface-offset domain into the angle-domain
for converted-wave data. This equation is valid under the assumption of constant velocity.
However, it remains valid in a differential sense in an arbitrary velocity medium, by considering that h ξ is the subsurface half-offset. Therefore, the limitation of constant velocity applies
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in the neighborhood of the image. For γ (m ξ , z ξ ), it is important to consider that every point of
the image is related to a point on the velocity model with the same image coordinates. Notice
that for the non-physical case of v p = vs , i.e. no converted waves, γ (m ξ , z ξ ) = 1, and the
angles θ0 and θ are the same.

Mapping of PS-ADCIGs
Following definition 3.1, and after explicitly computing the half-aperture angle with equation 3.2, I have almost all the tools to compute the P-incidence angle (φ), and the S-reflection
angle (σ ). Snell’s law, and the P-to-S velocity ratio are the final two components for this procedure. The final result of this process is the mapping of the PS-ADCIGs, that are function of
the half-aperture angle, into two angle-gathers. The first one is a function of the P-incidence
angle, I refer to this angle gather as P-ADCIG. The second angle-gather is a function of the Sreflection angle to form an S-ADCIG. After basic algebraic and trigonometric manipulations,
the final two expressions for this mapping are (Appendix B):
γ sin 2θ
,
1 + γ cos 2θ
sin 2θ
tan σ =
.
γ + cos 2θ
tan φ =

(3.3)
(3.4)

Expressions 3.3 and 3.4 clearly show a non-linear relation between the half-aperture angle
and both the incident and reflection angles. The main purpose of this set of equations is
to observe and analyze the converted-wave angle-gathers in two different domains each one
corresponding to the incidence angle and the reflection angle. The analysis of these anglegathers might help to obtain residual moveout equations for both the P-velocity and the Svelocity; therefore, individual updates for each of the velocity models.

METHODOLOGY
I present a method to implement equations 3.2-3.4. First, I describe the method and then
illustrate it with a simple synthetic example. Throughout this section, I will refer to two
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different methods: first, the conventional method, and second, the proposed method. The
conventional method consists of the transformation from SODCIGs into ADCIGs as in the
single-mode case (Sava and Fomel, 2003). Figure 3.2 presents the flow chart for the proposed
method.
I (m

ξ

,z

ξ

,h )
ξ

Tan θ
0

F (m

ξ

,z

ξ

)

γ (m ξ ,z ξ )
Eqn. (3.2)

Tan θ

Eqn. (3.3)
Tan φ

Eqn. (3.4)
Tan σ

Figure 3.2: Flow chart to transform the subsurface-offset common-image gathers into the
angle domain. The flow diagram also presents the mapping into P-ADCIGs and S-ADCIGs.
psadcig-flowADCIG [NR]
The flow in Figure 3.2 presents the basic steps to implement and obtain the true angledomain common-image gathers for converted-wave data (PS-ADCIGs). First, I use the final
image, I (m ξ , z ξ , h ξ ), to obtain two main pieces of information: first, the pseudo-opening angle gathers, tan θ0 , using for example, the Fourier-domain approach (Sava and Fomel, 2003);
second, the estimated image dip, F(m ξ , z ξ ), using plane-wave destructors (Fomel, 2002). For
the second step, I combine tan θ0 and F(m ξ , z ξ ) together with the γ (m ξ , z ξ )-field using equation 3.2 to obtain true converted-wave angle-domain common-image gathers. Finally, I map
these PS angle-domain common-image gathers into both the P-ADCIGs and the S-ADCIGs
through equations 3.3 and 3.4, respectively.
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Figure 3.3: Synthetic example that illustrates the method in Figure 3.2. Panel (a) is a single
shot gather for a 30◦ dipping layer event. Panel (b) is the image of this single shot gather. Panel
(c) is the pseudo-opening angle, tan θ0 . Panel (d) is the true PS-ADCIG. psadcig-ps-all-new
[ER]

A simple synthetic example illustrates the flow in Figure 3.2. The synthetic dataset consists
of a single shot experiment over a 30◦ dipping layer. Panel (a) on Figure 3.3 shows the shot
gather; observe that the top of the hyperbola is not at zero offset because of the reflector dip,
and the polarity flip does not happen at the top of the hyperbola. Panel (b) shows the image of
the single shot gather, which represents I (m ξ , z ξ , h ξ ) in the flow chart of Figure 3.2. The solid
line in panel (b) represents the location for the CIG in study.
For this experiment the shot location is at 500 m, with the common image gather at 1000
m, and the geometry given for the reflector, the half aperture angle should be 35◦ . This
corresponds to a value of tan θ ≈ 0.7, that is represented with a solid line on both common

image gathers at the bottom of Figure 3.3.
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The angle-domain common-image gather in panel (c) of Figure 3.3 was obtained with the
conventional method. Observe that the angle obtained is not the correct one. This ADCIG
represents the tangent of the pseudo-opening angle, tan θ0 , of flow 3.2. The ADCIG in panel
(c) combined with the dip information, F(m ξ , z ξ ), and the γ (m ξ , z ξ )-field, results in the true
PS-ADCIG. Panel (d) presents the result of this process. Notice the angle in the true PSADCIG coincides with the correct angle.
The last step for the flow chart in Figure 3.2 correspond to map the true PS-ADCIG into
both a P-ADCIG and an S-ADCIG, each one corresponding to the P-incidence (φ) and Sreflection (σ ) angles, respectively. Figure 3.4 shows the result for this transformation. Panel
(a) is the same image for the single shot gather on a 30◦ dipping layer. Panel (b) is the corresponding true PS-ADCIG, which is taken at the location marked in the image. Panels (c) and
(d) present the PS-ADCIG map into both the P-ADCIG and the S-ADCIG, respectively. Both
angle gathers are obtained using equations 3.3 and 3.4 respectively.
As in the previous experiment, the computed value for the P-incidence angle is 47◦ , which
corresponds to tan φ ≈ 1.09. The computed value for the S-reflection angle is 22◦ , which

corresponds to tan σ ≈ 0.4. Both of these values are represented by the solid lines in each of
the three angle-domain common-image gathers on Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Synthetic example that illustrates the last step of the method on Figure 3.2. Panel
(a) is the image of a single shot gather on a 30◦ dipping layer. Panel (b) is the true PS-ADCIG
taken at the location of 1000 m. Panels (c) and (d) are the P-and-S ADCIGs, respectively.
psadcig-ps-ind-new [ER]
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SYNTHETIC DATA TEST
The second synthetic example illustrates the importance of computing true PS-ADCIGs. For
this purpose, I use the polarity-flip characteristic of converted-wave data. In true PS-ADCIGs,
the correct representation of the polarity flip should happen at zero-angle, since the zero-angle
represents normal incidence, and also there is no conversion from P to S energy at normal
incidence. The normal incidence location is the point in the image space that distinguish
opposite particle motion; hence, the separation between positive and negative polarities.
The model depicted in Figure 3.5 includes both gentle and steep dips [panel (a)]. Both
the P-velocity and the S-velocity models, panels (b) and (c), respectively, consist of a vertical
gradient for a non-constant γ value. The data was created with an analytical Kirchhoff modeling scheme. The synthetic data consists of 200 shots with a shot spacing of 50 m and 400
receivers with a receiver spacing of 25 m. Figure 3.6 shows a single common-shot gather for
this dataset. The left panel exhibits the PP component and the right panel the PS component.

Figure 3.5: Synthetic model. From left to right: (a) layer distribution. (b) P-velocity model.
(c) S-velocity model. psadcig-lay-vels [ER]
I migrated the synthetic data using a wave-equation shot-profile migration scheme. Figure 3.7 shows the final migration result together with four selected common-image gathers.
The top panels represent the zero subsurface-offset section for the PP migration (left), and the
PS migration (right). Four solid lines at 3.5, 4.5, 5.5, and 6.5 km are superimposed into both
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Figure 3.6: Single common-shot
gather for the synthetic model in Figure 3.5. (a) PP gather, (b) PS gather.
psadcig-shot-baina [ER]

migrations. These lines represent the locations for the four common-image gathers underneath each migration result. The middle panels on Figure 3.7 represent the SODCIGs taken
at the position indicated by the solid lines on the migration result. The bottom panels are
the ADCIGs, both the PP-ADCIGs and the PS-ADCIGs were obtained with the conventional
method.
The result for the PP image is accurate; all the energy is focused at zero subsurface offset,
and the angle gathers are completely flat. This is the expected result, since we performed the
migration with the correct velocity model. The PS results are the most interesting. First the
migration section at zero subsurface offset has positive and negative amplitudes along the first
reflection. The flat reflector has vanished because there is no conversion from P to S energy at
normal incidence. The SODCIGs are focused at zero, and the polarity changes across the zero
value. The PS-ADCIGs are obtained with the conventional method; therefore, they represent
only the pseudo-opening angle. I follow the method previously described and combine the
PS-ADCIGs with the image dip information (Figure 3.8) to obtain true PS-ADCIGs.
Figure 3.9 shows the true PS-ADCIGs. The left panel presents the PS result, the same
result that is in Figure 3.7. The top-left panel is the image at zero subsurface offset, and the
bottom-left panel shows the PS-ADCIGs. The right panel presents the final PS result. The
top-right panel is the result of stacking in the angle domain of the true PS-ADCIGs after
correcting the polarity flip (Rosales and Rickett, 2001b). The bottom-right panel shows the
true PS-ADCIGs, which are taken at the locations marked by the solid lines in the final image.
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Figure 3.7: Migration result for the synthetic example. Result for the PP section (left), and
result for the PS section (right). The top panel on each side presents the image at zero subsurface offset, the center panel presents the SODCIGs taken at the position marked on the image,
and the bottom panel shows the ADCIGs. psadcig-image [CR]
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Figure 3.8:
Local image-dip
field for the third synthetic.
psadcig-step-baina [CR]

Observe the areas marked with an oval in both the PS-ADCIGs and the true PS-ADCIGs in
Figure 3.9. The marked areas are taken at different reflectors for different dip values. The CIG
at 3.5 km shows the most significant change; the polarity flip is completely corrected at zero
angle, and there is larger angle coverage, since equation 3.2 stretches the events horizontally
for an accurate representation of the half-aperture angle. Although the changes in the other
CIGs, with respect to the polarity flip, are not that obvious, the polarity flip is now located
at zero angle. Additionally, the events are stretched horizontally and they do not have any
residual moveout.

REAL DATA TEST
I use a portion of the 2-D real dataset from the Mahogany field, located in the Gulf of Mexico.
The 2-D dataset is an OBS multicomponent line. The data was already preprocessed by CGG.
The hydrophone and the vertical components of the geophone have been combined to form
the PZ section. The data have also been separated into the PS section. I focus on both the PZ
section and the PS section.
Figure 3.10 presents a typical shot gather. On the left is the PZ common-shot gather, and
on the right the PS common-shot gather. The PZ shot gather has fewer time samples than the
PS shot gather because a longer time is needed to observe the converted-wave events. Also,
note the polarity flip in the PS common-shot gather, a typical characteristic of this type of data.
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Figure 3.9: Final result for the second synthetic example. (a) Result for the PS section before
correction, (b) result for the PS section after correction. The top-left panel is the image at
zero subsurface offset, the bottom-left panel represent four PS-ADCIGs. Top-right panel is
the image after stacking in the angle domain. Bottom-right panel are the true PS-ADCIGs.
psadcig-image-ps-ant2 [CR]
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Figure 3.10: Typical common-shot gathers for the OBS Mahogany dataset from the Gulf of
Mexico. (a) Shot gather after PZ summation, (b) PS shot gather. psadcig-shots [CR]
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In both datasets, the PZ and the PS sections were migrated using wave-equation shotprofile migration. Both, the P and the S velocity models are unknown for this problem; therefore, I migrate the data using a simple velocity model with a vertical gradient. Figure 3.11
shows both velocity models, the P-velocity model in the left panel, and the S-velocity model
in the right panel.

Figure 3.11:
Velocity models
used for the shot-gather migration. (a) P-velocity, (b) S-velocity.
psadcig-vels_new [ER]

Figure 3.12 presents a PS image on the left, and two angle-domain common-image gathers
on the right. Both common-image gathers are taken at the same location, indicated by the solid
line (CIG=14500) in the image. The PS image is taken at zero subsurface-offset. This is not
the ideal position, since the polarity flip destroys the image at this location. The ideal case
will be to flip the polarities in the angle domain, as it was discussed in the previous section;
unfortunately, I do not have the correct velocity model; therefore, I have only an approximate
solution to the final PS image. However, as we will see later, through an update on the velocity
model I am able to obtain an image that is more accurate. Figure 3.13 represents the imagedip field for this experiment, which was estimated along the zero subsurface-offset of the PS
section.
The angle-domain common-image gather on panel (b) of Figure 3.12 represents the angledomain common-image gathers using the conventional methodology, which will be tan θ 0 on
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Figure 3.12: PS image on the left, and two angle-domain common-image gathers on the right;
both common-image gathers are taken at the same location, as represented by the solid line at
CIG=14500 in the image. psadcig-psimg-adcig [CR]

Figure 3.13: Image dips, representing
the field F(m ξ , z ξ ) in equation 3.2.
psadcig-dips [CR]
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the diagram flow on Figure 3.2. The angle-domain common-image gather on panel (c), represents the true converted-wave angle-domain common-image gather, that is obtained with the
method described in this chapter.
The geology for this section consists of very gentle dips, representing a sedimentary depositional system with little structural deformation; therefore, the angle gather on panel (b)
has the polarity flip very close to zero angle. The true PS-ADCIG, panel (c), also preserves
this characteristic. The residual curvature for the events, whether primaries or multiples on
panel (b), is larger than the residual curvature of the same events in the true PS angle-domain
common-image gather.
Figure 3.14 compiles the angle-domain common-image gathers for this dataset, all of
which are taken at the same position, CIG=14500. From left to right, the PZ-ADCIG, the
true PS-ADCIG, and both the P-and-S angle-gather representation, panels (c) and (d), for the
true PS-ADCIG on panel (b). Notice that most of the primary events have a residual curvature.
The residual moveout is more prominent for those events that I identify as multiples.

Figure 3.14: Compilation of angle-domain common-image gather for the 2-D Mahogany
dataset; all the CIGs are taken at the same image location (CIG=14500). (a) PZ-ADCIG,
(b) PS-ADCIG, (c) P-ADCIG, (d) S-ADCIG. psadcig-cigs-all [CR]
Notice that the angle coverage in both P-and-S ADCIGs representations is smaller than
for the true PS-ADCIG, since the coverage of an individual plane-wave is smaller than the
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combination of two plane-waves, as it is the case in converted-mode data.
The difference in the residual moveout between the single-mode PZ-ADCIG and the PSADCIG suggests an erroneous S-velocity model. Therefore, I decided to run a second migration for the PS section alone with an slower S-velocity model; the ratio between the first and
second S-velocity model is 2.
Figure 3.15 presents the PZ and the updated PS results using shot-profile migration. The
PZ migration was done with the P-velocity model in Figure 3.11. The PS migration was done
with the updated S-velocity model. The left panel on Figure 3.15 shows the PZ migration
result, the top panel shows the image at zero subsurface-offset, and the center and bottom
panels are four CIGs taken at locations indicated by the solid lines in the zero subsurface
image. The center panel represents SODCIGs, and the bottom panel represents the angledomain common-image gathers. Observe that most of the events in the ADCIGs are mainly
flat, which suggests that the initial linear P-velocity model is a reasonable approximation.
The right panel on Figure 3.15 shows the results of the PS migration. The top panel
presents the stacking of the angle gathers after the polarity flip correction. Similar to the PZ
results (left panels), the center panel represents four subsurface offset-domain common-image
gathers. The bottom panel represents the true PS-ADCIGs that corresponds to the SODCIGs,
at the locations indicated by the solid lines in the angle-stack image. Note that most of the
events in the PS-ADCIGs are approximately flat. Although there is a resemblance between
the PZ and the PS images with respect to the general geology, the events do not match. There
is a strong presence of multiples, due to the shallow sea bottom (120 m). These multiples are
more prominent in the PS section than in the PZ section, that is because the PZ summation
already eliminates the source ghost.
Finally, Figure 3.16 shows the same common-image gather as in Figure 3.14 but after
the second migration for the PS section. This gather is taken at a location of 14500 m from
the images on Figure 3.15. Panel (a) presents the PZ-ADCIG, panel (b) presents the true
PS-ADCIG, and panels (c) and (d) are the PS-ADCIG representation in both P-ADCIG and
S-ADCIG, respectively. Note that the events in all the different angle gathers are nearly flat,
and several events in both the PZ and PS angle-gathers correlate. This suggests that some
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Figure 3.15: Final migration results. Left panels represent the PZ result: top-left panel is
the image at zero subsurface-offset; center-left panel is four SODCIGs taken at the marked
locations in the image; bottom-left panel corresponds to the ADCIGs. Right panels represent
the PS result: top-right panel is the angle-stack after polarity flip correction; center-right panel
is four SODCIGs; and bottom-right panel is true PS-ADCIGs. psadcig-imag-cigs_new [CR]
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of these reflections might come from the same geological feature. Also note that there is a
residual moveout at high angles in the S-ADCIG, for the first 1000 m. This information might
be useful for a residual moveout analysis to compute an S-velocity perturbation, which might
produce a final PS image that matches the PZ image for the main events.

Figure 3.16: Compilation of angle-domain common-image gather for the 2-D Mahogany
dataset; all the CIGs are taken at the same image location (CIG=14500). (a) PZ-ADCIG,
(b) PS-ADCIG, (c) P-ADCIG, (d) S-ADCIG. psadcig-cigs-all2 [CR]

Chapter 4
PS Azimuth Moveout

SUMMARY

The converted-wave azimuth moveout (PS-AMO) operator is a partial-prestack migration operator that transforms converted-wave prestack data from an arbitrary offset and azimuth to
equivalent data with a new offset and azimuth position. Two of the main applications for the
PS-AMO operator are geometry regularization and data-reduction. I test the PS-AMO operator in a method that not only solves the problem of irregular geometry in 3-D acquisition but
also reduces the size of the dataset from a five-dimensional cube into a four-dimensional cube.
Application of this method on a portion of the real 3-D OBS dataset from the Alba oil field
shows that we can satisfactorily obtain a regularized common-azimuth data cube that honors
the physics of converted waves better than conventional methods.

INTRODUCTION

Azimuth moveout is a partial-prestack migration operator that can be efficiently applied to 3-D
prestack data to transform their effective offset and azimuth (Biondi et al., 1998; Chemingui,
49
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1999). The cascade operation of any imaging operator with its inverse produces a partialprestack imaging operator. To obtain the converted-wave azimuth moveout operator (PSAMO) I use the converted-wave dip moveout operator, presented in Chapter 2, as the initial
imaging operator.
PS Azimuth Moveout (PS-AMO) shares the same main property as the conventional AMO
operator, that is to transform the offset and azimuth of an arbitrary trace in a prestack data
cube into equivalent data with a new offset and azimuth. For converted-wave data, the trace is
transformed from the CMP domain to the CRP domain, where the new offset and azimuth are
computed, and then back from the CRP domain to the CMP domain.
PS-AMO has several potential applications for 3-D multicomponent processing. One is
geometry regularization, through which PS-AMO helps to fill in the acquisition gaps using the
information of surrounding traces. Another is data-reduction through partial stacking, which
combines PS-AMO and partial stacking to reduce the computational cost of 3-D prestack depth
imaging. A third application is the interpolation of unevenly sampled traces, which differs
from the first application in the sense that PS-AMO is the main interpolation operator. For this
thesis, I combine the geometry regularization application with the data-reduction application
to illustrate the converted-wave azimuth moveout operator.
To solve the problem of reorganizing irregular geometries, there are two distinct approaches: 1) data regularization before migration (Duijndam et al., 2000), 2) irregular-geometry
correction during migration (Duquet et al., 1998; Nemeth et al., 1999; Albertin et al., 1999;
Bloor et al., 1999; Audebert, 2000; Prucha and Biondi, 2002). Biondi and Vlad (2002) combine the advantages of the previous two approaches. Their methodology regularizes the data
geometry before migration, filling in the acquisition gaps with an AMO operator that preserves
the amplitudes in the frequency-wavenumber log-stretch domain. Clapp (2005b) extends the
work of Biondi and Vlad (2002) by formulating an inverse problem using the AMO operator
to create a full regularized 5-D cube with dimensions (t, CMP x , CMP y , h x , h y ).
Clapp (2006) uses the AMO operator to reduce the dimensions of the full regularized 5-D
cube. The AMO operator maps the data that are along the crossline offset direction (h y 6 = 0)
into zero crossline offset (h y = 0). The final result is a common-azimuth cube with dimensions
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(t, CMPx , CMP y , h x ) to be used with common-azimuth migration.
To illustrate the applications of the PS-AMO operator I extend the work of Clapp (2005b,c,
2006) to handle converted-wave data. I combine the geometry regularization with the data
reduction applications of the PS-AMO operator in a single least-squares inverse problem;
the data space for this inverse problem consists of an irregular 5-D cube with dimensions
(t, CMPx , CMP y , h x , h y ); the model space consists of a regular 4-D cube with dimensions
(t, CMPx , CMP y , h x ). I present two approximations for the solution of this inverse problem,
first the adjoint solution; second, the weighted adjoint solution, where I approximate the Hessian of this inverse problem with a diagonal matrix computed using a reference model (Rickett,
2001).
The PS component of the 3-D OBS dataset acquired above the Alba reservoir in the North
Sea illustrates the applications for the PS-AMO operator. I compare the two results for this
inverse problem with the conventional method result, that is using simple normal moveout plus
stacking along the crossline direction. The final solutions for this chapter become the input
data for the converted-wave common-azimuth migration operator in Chapter 5.

PS AZIMUTH MOVEOUT
Azimuth moveout for converted waves (PS-AMO) is especially designed to process PS data,
since it handles the asymmetry of the raypaths. PS-AMO moves events across a common
reflection point according to their geological dips (Rosales and Biondi, 2006).
Theoretically, the cascade of any imaging operator with its corresponding forward-modeling
operator generates a partial-prestack operator (Biondi et al., 1998). A cascade operation of PSDMO and its inverse (PS-DMO−1) is the basic procedure that I follow to derive the PS-AMO
operator. First, I present a Kirchhoff integral derivation of the PS-AMO operator using a 3-D
extension of the 2-D PS-DMO operator.
Following the derivation of the AMO operator (Biondi et al., 1998), I collapse the PSDMO operator with its inverse. Figure 4.1 schematically illustrates the PS-AMO transformation. The axes are the x and y CMP coordinates. Figure 4.1 shows four important vectors.
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The vectors D10 and D02 are transformation vectors, extensions of the offset vectors h1 and
h2 respectively, according to the equations that will follow. These transformation vectors (D 10
and D02 ) are responsible for the lateral shift needed for transforming a trace from the CMP
domain into the CRP domain and vice versa. Figure 4.1 shows the surface representation of
a trace with input offset vector h1 , reflection point at the origin, and azimuth θ1 . This trace is
1) translated to its corresponding CRP position using the transformation vector D10 ; 2) transformed into zero offset (x0 ) by a time shift with the PS-DMO operator (an intermediate step);
3) converted into equivalent data in the CRP domain with; and finally, 4) translated to its corresponding CMP position, using the transformation vector D02 , with output offset vector h2 ,
midpoint x, and azimuth θ2 .
Appendix D presents the derivation of the PS-AMO operator, which is as follows:

kh2 k2
t22 = t12
kh1 k2

(

αkh1 k2 sin2 (θ1 − θ2 ) − kxk2 sin2 (θ2 − 1φ) − B1

)

,

(4.1)

B1 = kD10 k2 sin2 (θ1 − θ2 ) + 2x · D10 sin(θ2 − 1φ) sin(θ1 − θ2 ),

(4.2)

αkh2 k2 sin2 (θ1 − θ2 ) − kxk2 sin2 (θ1 − 1φ) − B2

where

B2 = kD02 k2 sin2 (θ1 − θ2 ) + 2x · D02 sin(θ1 − 1φ) sin(θ1 − θ2 ),

(4.3)

and

D10
D02

"

#
1−γ
4γ kh1 k2
h1 ,
= 1+ 2 2
v p t1 + 2γ (1 − γ )kh1 k2 1 + γ
#
"
1−γ
4γ kh2 k2
h2 .
= 1+ 2 2
v p t0 + 2γ (1 − γ )kh2 k2 1 + γ

(4.4)
(4.5)
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the PS-AMO transformation. An input trace with offset vector
h1 and reflection point at the origin is transformed into equivalent data with offset vector
h2 and midpoint position x after a transformation in and out of the CRP domain with the
transformation vectors D10 = qp and D02 = tr. psamo-plane_new [NR]
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Equation 4.1, combined with equations 4.2-to-4.5, represents an asymmetrical saddle on
the CMP coordinates (x x ,x y ). In these equations, t1 is the input time after PS-NMO, t2 is the
time after PS-AMO and before inverse PS-NMO, h1 and h2 are the input and output offset
√
vectors, respectively, α is a scaling factor (α = 2 γ /(1 + γ )), γ is the P-to-S velocity ratio,

θ1 and θ2 are the input and output azimuth positions, respectively, B1 and B2 are the scalar
quantities that relate the transformation vectors, D10 and D02 , with the final position (x) for
the input trace, and x is the final CMP trace position. Similarly, D10 is the transformation

vector from the original trace position to the intermediate zero-offset position, and D 02 is the
transformation vector from the intermediate zero-offset position to the final trace position.
The PS-AMO operator transforms the input trace, with offset vector h1 and reflection point
at the origin, into an equivalent trace with offset vector h2 and a reflection point shifted by the
vector x = x(cos 1φ, sin 1φ), as shown in Figure 4.1.
The PS-AMO operator depends on the P-to-S velocity ratio (γ ). Equation 4.1 depends
on the transformation vectors (D10 and D02 ), and the transformation vectors depend on the
traveltime after normal moveout (t1 ), the P velocity (v p ), and γ . Therefore, PS-AMO presents
a non-linear dependency on the traveltime after normal moveout (t1 ), the P velocity and γ .
Because of this, PS-AMO varies with respect to traveltime even in constant-velocity media.
It is important to note that for a value of γ = 1, both transformation vectors D10 and D02

become zero, and equation 4.1 reduces to the known expression for AMO. Also, the PS-DMO
operator, used in this section, assumes constant velocity; therefore, the PS-AMO operator of
equation 4.1 is based on a constant velocity assumption. Next, we discuss a computationally
efficient implementation of the PS-AMO operator in the frequency-wavenumber log-stretch
domain.

f-k log-stretch PS-AMO
The PS-DMO operator in the f-k log-stretch domain, discussed in Chapter 2, is easily extended to 3-D, and it is the basis to build the f-k log-stretch PS-AMO operator. By performing
PS-DMO in the frequency-wavenumber log-stretch domain in cascade with its inverse, the
PS-AMO operator is computationally efficient. This PS-AMO operator consists of two main
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operations. In the first operation, the input data, P(t, x, h1 ), is transformed to the wavenumber
domain (P(t, k, h1)) using FFT. Then, a lateral-shift correction is applied using the transformation vectors (D10 and D02 ) as follows:

e k, h1) = P(t, k, h1 )eik·(D10 −D02 ) .
P(t,

(4.6)

The final step of the first operation is to apply a log-stretch along the time axis with the following relation:

 
t
τ = ln
,
tc

(4.7)

where tc is the minimum cutoff time, introduced to avoid taking the logarithm of zero. Theree , k, h1). In the second operation, the logfore, the dataset after the first operation is P(τ

stretched time domain (τ ) section is transformed into the frequency domain () using FFT.
Then, the filters F(, k, h1 ) and F(, k, h2 ) are applied as follows:

e k, h1) F(, k, h1 ) .
P(, k, h2) = P(,
F(, k, h2 )

(4.8)

The filter F(, k, hi=(1,2) ) is given by

F(, k, hi ) = ei8(,k,hi ) ,
with the phase function 8(, k, hi ) defined by either

(4.9)
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for  6 = 0
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for  = 0
for  6 = 0.
(4.11)

To implement this PS-AMO operator, we use the following procedure:
1. Calculate the FFT along the midpoint axis for each input offset cube.
2. Compute the transformation vectors D10 and D02 with equations 4.4 and 4.5.
3. Apply the lateral shift of the transformation vectors as a phase shift with equation 4.6.
4. Perform the log-stretch transformation over the time axis using equation 4.7.
5. Calculate the FFT along the transformed time axis.
6. Compute the filters F(, k, h1 ) and F(, k, h2 ).
7. Apply these filters to the data in the log-stretch frequency-wavenumber domain with
equation 4.8.
8. Perform inverse FFT and inverse log-stretch.
The lateral shift correction, third step on the above procedure, involves a forward and
inverse 2-D Fourier transform on both the inline and crossline CMP axes. Therefore, this
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step increases condirebly the cost of the PS-AMO operator compared with the conventional
log-stetch implementation of the single mode AMO operator.

Impulse response

To better understand the PS-AMO operator, I compute and analyze its impulse response. Figure 4.2 compares the AMO impulse responses obtained with the filters in equation 4.10 (top)
and equation 4.11 (bottom). Both are obtained with a value of γ = 1 and v p = 2.0 km/s, and

are kinematically equivalent.

Figure 4.3 presents a similar comparison to Figure 4.2 for the case of converted waves.
Here, we use γ = 1.2 and v p = 2.0 km/s. Both impulse responses, Figures 4.2 and 4.3, also

illustrate the differences in the dynamic behavior of the operator. The top panels for both

figures show the impulse responses using the operator from equation 4.10, which is based on
the known PS-DMO operator of Xu et al. (2001b). In contrast, the bottom panels show the PSAMO operator from equation 4.11, which is based on the new PS-DMO operator, presented in
Chapter 2, equivalent to the Zhou et al. (1996) PP-DMO operator. The arrows in Figures 4.2
and 4.3 show that the operator from equation 4.11 has stronger amplitudes for steeply dipping
events than the operator from equation 4.10. The area marked by the oval in the bottom panel
for both Figures 4.2 and 4.3 shows that impulse response for the PS-AMO operator is not
center at zero inline and crossline midpoint location, as it is the case of the PP-AMO operator.
Figure 4.4 shows two important characteristics of PS-AMO. First, the PS-AMO operator is asymmetric because of the difference between the downgoing and upgoing raypaths.
Second, the PS-AMO operator varies with respect to traveltime, even for a constant velocity
medium; this behavior is caused by all the non-linear dependencies of the PS-AMO operator
with respect to traveltime, P velocity, and γ . The vertical variation of the lateral shift reflects
that the lateral displacement between the CMP and CRP also varies with the traveltime. Both
characteristics are intrinsic of converted-wave data.
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Figure 4.2: PP-AMO impulse response comparison, filter in equation 4.10 (top), and filter in
equation 4.11 (bottom), both with γ = 1 and v p = 2.0km/s. The arrows mark the difference
between both operators. The bottom figure presents stronger amplitudes for high dip values.
This is an unfold 3-D cube representation of the results. The crossing solid lines represent
position of the unfold planes. psamo-both_new_ant [ER]
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Figure 4.3: PS-AMO impulse response comparison, filter in equation 4.10 (top), and filter in
equation 4.11 (bottom), with γ = 1.2 and v p = 2.0km/s. As in Figure 4.2 the new filter has
more energy at high dip values. It is also possible to note the asymmetric behavior of the PSAMO operator. This is an unfold 3-D cube representation of the results. The crossing solid
lines represent position of the unfold planes. psamo-both2_new_ant [ER]
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Figure 4.4: PS-AMO impulses response variation with traveltime t. Observe the lateral displacement and the asymmetric behavior of the PS-AMO operator. This is characteristic of
converted-wave operators. This is an unfold 3-D cube representation of the results. The crossing solid lines represent position of the unfold planes. psamo-amo2 [ER]
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APPLICATIONS TO DATA REGULARIZATION
To illustrate the applications of the PS-AMO operator, I will use two problems that are present
in 3-D OBS dataset: First, the irregular acquisition geometry problem. Irregularly sampled
data degrades the final image with amplitude artifacts and phase distortions; therefore, I need
to map the data to a regular grid. Second, the high cost of 3-D wave-equation migration; the
size of the 3-D prestack data cube is proportional to the cost of wave-equation migration. To
reduce this cost I just need to reduce the dimensionality of the data space. To accomplish these
two problems, I combine an interpolation operator with the f-k log-stretch PS-AMO operator
in a lest-squares objective function.

Implementation
The frequency-wavenumber log-stretch PS-AMO operator works on a regularly sampled cube.
However, the data is usually recorded on an irregular mesh. To overcome this obstacle, I
will first map the data that are on an irregular mesh to a regular 5-D grid with dimensions
(t, CMPx , CMP y , h x , h y ). For migration efficiency I decrease the dimensionality of the dataset,
I reduce the data dimensions by creating a common-azimuth cube oriented along the inline
direction, that is to eliminate the crossline offset (h y ) axis.
I use the nearest-neighbor interpolation operator (L0 ) to map the data from an irregular
mesh into a regular mesh. Then, I use the PS-AMO operator to transform data from nonzero crossline offsets (h y 6 = 0) to zero crossline offset (h y = 0), I refer to this operation as an

operator Z0 which is a summation over h y . I allow some mixing between h x by expanding our
summation to form h x = a and h y = 0 as following:
a/2+1h x

X X

,

(4.12)

a/2−1h x h y

where 1h x is small.
I combine these two operators to estimate a 4-D model (m) from a 5-D irregular dataset
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(d) through the objective function,
Q(m) = kd − LZmk2 .

(4.13)

In the context of least-squares inversion a model regularization term can be included. This
regularization could be a derivative operator (Gh ) applied to data cubes that have been transformed to the same offset using the PS-AMO operator. This regularization assumes that the
reflection amplitudes are a smooth function of the reflection angle and azimuth. Therefore,
this least-squres problem (equation 4.13) becomes:

Q(m) = kd − LZmk2 + kG Gh mk2 .

(4.14)

The adjoint solution for this inverse problem is
m L2 ≈ madj = Z0 L0 d.

(4.15)

However, the adjoint solution is not ideal. The irregularity of our data can lead to artificial
amplitude artifacts. A more accurate solution to this inverse problem is the weighted adjoint
solution. This solution uses a diagonal operator, that is a model-space weighting function,
to approximate the Hessian for the least-squares problem 4.13 (Claerbout and Nichols, 1994;
Rickett, 2001), such that
m L2 ≈ mwt = Wm −1 Z0 L0 d

(4.16)

where the diagonal operator Wm is an approximation to the Hessian
H

−1

≈ Wm

−1




Z0 L0 LZmref
≡ diag
,
mref + 

(4.17)

where  is a tiny value to avoid dividing by zero.
The solution of problem 4.13 is not feasible on a single computer. The computational
requirements are onerous, but potentially manageable. However, the memory requirements
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are not. A full regularized 5-dimensional cube, that I create after applying L0 , can easily reach
tens of gigabytes. This size of data makes it almost impossible to practically implement any
algorithm for 3-D prestack seismic data-processing on a single machine.
Clapp (2004) introduces an efficient python library for handling parallel jobs. The library
makes it easy for the user to take an already existing serial code and transform it into a parallel
code. The library handles distribution, collection, and node monitoring, commonly onerous
tasks in parallel processing.
The main prerequisite to using the python library is to build an efficient serial code, and to
describe how the parallel job should be distributed on a cluster. For this problem I chose
to split along the h x axis. I created a series of tasks, each assigned to produce a single
(t, CMPx , CMP y ) volume. Each task is passed a range of h x ’s defined by equation 4.12. The
resulting model volumes are then recombined to form the regularized 4-D output space.

REAL DATA RESULTS
I test the previous method with a portion of a real 3-D OBS dataset recorded above the Alba
oil field. The Alba oil field is located in the UK North Sea and elongates along a NW-SE axis.
The oil reservoir is 9 km long, 1.5 km wide, and up to 90 m thick at a depth of 1900 m subsea
(Newton and Flanagan, 1993).

Data description
The 3-D OBS dataset has been already preprocessed and separated into a PP and a PS section.
This thesis focus on the PS section only. The subset of the dataset consists of 250 inline CMPs,
50 crossline CMPs, 200 inline half-offset, and 40 crossline half-offset.
Figure 4.5 shows the spatial distribution for the shots on the left, and receivers on the right.
Notice the gap in the source distribution due to the production platform for the Alba oil field.
Additionally, Figure 4.6 shows the distribution of the CMPs on the left, and the offsets on
the right. Remember, the final solution for the inverse problem is a regular common-azimuth
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Figure 4.5: Source (a) and receiver (b) distribution for the fraction of OBS dataset in study.
psamo-shot-rec-nc [CR]

cube where all the crossline offsets are collapsed to zero crossline offset. Figure 4.7 shows a
section of the input data. The figure displays the five dimensions of the prestack data cube.
The top panel presents the inline-CMP (CMPx ) and crossline-CMP (CMP y ) sections for a
constant inline-offset (h x )=-224 m, and constant crossline-offset (h y )=-16.5 m. The center
panel presents the inline sections for a constant CMP y =550 m, and a constant h y =-16.5 m.
The bottom panel presents the crossline sections for a constant CMP x =3100 m, and constant
h x =-224 m. Observe the sparsity and the holes of the data due to acquisition problems.

Results
I present two solutions for the least-squares inverse problem 4.13. First, the adjoint solution
with equation 4.15. Second, the weighted adjoint solution with equations 4.16 and 4.17. I
compare these two solutions with the conventional method, that is NMO and stacking along
the crossline offset direction.
Figure 4.8 presents the conventional method result. The top panel shows the inline-CMP
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Figure 4.6: CMPs (a) and half-offset (b) distribution for the fraction of OBS dataset in study.
psamo-cmp-off-nc [CR]

and crossline-CMP sections for a constant inline-offset=-224 m. The bottom panel shows the
result along the inline-CMP and the inline-offset for a constant croosline-CMP=550 m.
Figure 4.9 presents the adjoint solution (equation 4.15). The panels displayed are the same
as in Figure 4.8. Notice that even after simple NMO plus stacking there are remaining holes
in the regularized 4-D cube. However, the adjoint solution gives improved results really good
results, since all the major acquisition gaps in the data are filled up with the information from
surrounding traces thanks to the PS-AMO operator.
The CMPx sections at the top and bottom panels on Figure 4.9 shows a successful interpolation. The crossline CMP y section on the top panel (Figure 4.9) shows not only all the
acquisition gaps filled up after the data regularization but also a horizontal displacement on
the traces, this displacement corresponds to the CMP to CCP spatial shift correction. Also,
note that the amplitudes of the adjoint solution are uneven along the entire 4-D cube.
Figure 4.10 displays the final result for this chapter, that is the weighted adjoint result,
where I approximate the Hessian with a diagonal model-space weighting function. The figure
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Figure 4.7: 5-D representation for the real dataset. Top panel, CMP x and CMP y sections
for a h x =-224 m and h y =-16.5 m. Center panel, CMPx and h x sections for CMP y =550 m
and h y =-16.5. Bottom panel, CMP y and h y sections for CMPx =3100 m and h x =-224 m.
psamo-data-nc [CR]
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Figure 4.8: 4-D common-azimuth cube. Top panel, CMP x and CMP y sections for a h x =224 m. Bottom panel, CMPx and h x sections for CMP y =550 m. Traditional method result.
psamo-psnmo_stack_inmo-nc [CR]
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Figure 4.9: 4-D common-azimuth cube. Top panel, CMP x and CMP y sections for a
h x =-224 m. Bottom panel, CMP x and h x sections for CMP y =550 m. Adjoint solution.
psamo-psamo_unorm2_inmo-nc [CR]
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shows the results as in the traditional method result and the adjoint result. The energy is
balanced along the entire 4-D cube due to this approximation.
The normalized result on Figure 4.10 uses a reference model consisting on a diagonal matrix of one’s, and the epsilon value is 0.1. This epsilon value is an order magnitude smaller
than the corresponding data values. Therefore, I guarantee that the normalized result is not
contaminated with artificial amplitude values. The weighted adjoint result is twice more computer expensive than the adjoint result. This raise in the cost makes the geometry regularization
process approximately half of the cost of the final migration.
The next chapter presents the final migration results for this dataset. I compare two migration results, the first image is using the a common-azimuth cube from the conventional method
result, Figure 4.8. The second migration is using the common-azimuth cube of the weighted
adjoint solution, Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: 4-D common-azimuth cube. Top panel, CMP x and CMP y sections for a h x =224 m. Bottom panel, CMPx and h x sections for CMP y =550 m. Weighted adjoint solution.
psamo-psamo_norm2_inmo-nc [CR]

Chapter 5

PS common-azimuth migration

SUMMARY

The converted-wave common-azimuth downward-continuation operator (PS-CAM) and the
single-mode common-azimuth operator share the advantage that they only need a prestack
cube of data with four dimensions (t, CMP X , CMPY , H X ), instead of the entire five dimensions
(t, CMP X , CMPY , H X , HY ). The five dimensions are reduced to four dimensions through the
process described in Chapter 4. I first present the PS common-azimuth downward-continuation
operator. Then, I use this PS-CAM operator to obtain two images for the PS section from the
3-D OBS dataset from the Alba oil field. The two images corresponds to the following processes: 1. The common-azimuth migration of the data regularized using Normal Moveout.
2. The common-azimuth migration of the data regularized using PS-AMO. Both of these
common-azimuth cubes correspond to the conventional method result and the weighted adjoint result from Chapter 4, respectively. The final results show that the image using the result
of the weighted adjoint solution, which incorporates the PS-AMO operator, is significantly
better than the image using the result of the conventional method.
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INTRODUCTION

The cost of 3-D prestack wave-equation migration is proportional to the size of the dataset.
Common-azimuth migration is an efficient and robust technique to obtain accurate singlemode 3-D seismic images. This technique takes advantage of the reduced dimensionality of
the computational domain. The operator assumes a dataset with zero crossline offset (HY =

0); that is, all the traces in the data share the same azimuth (Biondi and Palacharla, 1996).

Common-azimuth data are the result of collection of actual physical experiments or the result
of a processing technique to reduce the dimensionality of the data space.
The common-azimuth downward-continuation operator is based on the stationary-phase
approximation to the full 3-D double-square root equation. The extension of this downwardcontinuation operator to converted-wave data is as simple as using two propagation velocities,
a P-velocity model and an S-velocity model. This chapter presents a geometric interpretation
for the stationary-phase approximation applied to the converted waves experiment. This geometric derivation result validates the stationary path for converted waves. This process results
in the PS common-azimuth downward-continuation operator (PS-CAM). The PS-CAM operator also has the same advantage as the common-azimuth operator, that is a decrease in the
computational cost for 3-D prestack data.
The previous chapter presented a method to process the PS section of 3-D prestack OBS
data, the result of this process is a regularized four-dimensional cube. This result is suitable
for the PS common-azimuth migration operator. I obtain two 3-D images for the Alba oil
field. The firs image is the PS common-azimuth migration of the regularized dataset using
Normal Moveout plus stacking, I will refer to this result as PS-NoMoRe. The second image is
using the PS-CAM operator on the result of using the PS-AMO operator to regularize the fivedimensional data cube, I will refer to this process as PS-AMORe. The final results show that
the PS-AMORe method produces images with more coherent reflectors along the reservoir
level. Also, geological features (i.e. channels, faults) are now clearer and their interpretation
is more feasible after PS-AMORe.
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PS COMMON-AZIMUTH DOWNWARD-CONTINUATION

Chapter 2 discussed the basics for downward-continuation migration in 2-D using the concept of survey-sinking. For 3-D the sinking or downward continuation of the wavefield
at depth z (Uz ), in midpoint-offset coordinates and in the frequency-wavenumber domain
[Uz (ω, km , kh )], to a different depth level z + 1z can be expressed as:
Uz+1z (ω, km , kh ) = Uz (ω, km , kh ) eikz 1z ,

(5.1)

the variable ω is the Fourier pair for the time axis, and the variables km ,kh and k z are the representation in the Fourier domain (wavenumber) for the midpoint, offset and depth axes. After each depth-propagation step, the resulting wavefield represents a synthesized dataset with
the source and receiver distribution at the new depth level, z + 1z, (Schultz and Sherwood,

1980). For converted-wave data, the downgoing wavefield is propagated using the P-velocity

(v p (s, z)), whereas the upgoing wavefield is propagated applying the S-velocity (vs2 (r, z)). The
basic downward-continuation step, for converted waves, is performed by applying the DoubleSquare-Root (DSR) equation that in midpoint-offset coordinates is

k z (ω, km , kh ) = DSR (ω, km , kh )
s
1
ω2
− (km − kh ) · (km − kh )
= − 2
v p (s, z) 4
s
ω2
1
− 2
− (km + kh ) · (km + kh ).
vs (g, z) 4

(5.2)

The common-azimuth downward-continuation operator can then be expressed as follows
(Biondi and Palacharla, 1996):
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Uz+1z ω, km , kh x , h y = 0



Z

+∞


dkh y Uz ω, km , kh x , h y = 0 e−ikz 1z
−∞

Z +∞

−ikz 1z
dkh y e
= Uz ω, km , kh x , h y = 0
=



−∞

 b
≈ Uz ω, km , kh x , h y = 0 A ω, km , kh x e−i kz 1z .

(5.3)

Since common-azimuth data is independent of k h y , the integral can be pulled inside and
analytically approximated by the stationary-phase method (Bleinstein, 1984). The application
of the stationary-phase method is based on a high-frequency approximation, that is, it assumes
that ω tends toward infinity.
The expression for kbz in equation 5.3 comes from substituting the stationary-path approx-

imation into the expression for the full DSR equation 5.2:



kbz = DSR ω, km , kh x ,b
kh y (z), z ,

where

q

b
kh y (z) = km y q

ω2
vs2 (g,z)
ω2
vs2 (g,z)

−
−

1
(k
4 mx
1
4 (km x

+ kh x

)2 −

+ kh x

)2 +

r
r

ω2
v 2p (s,z)
ω2
v 2p (s,z)

(5.4)

− 14 (km x − kh x )2
−

1
4 (km x

− kh x

)2

,

(5.5)

represents the PS stationary path approximation for the double square root equation as a function of kh y . To obtain the PS stationay path approximation I follow a geometric interpretation for the PS common-azimuth downward-continuation operator. I adhere to Biondi and
Palacharla (1996) demonstration for the equivalence of the stationary phase derivation for the
common-azimuth operator and the constraint on the propagation directions of the source rays
and receiver rays for the single-mode case.
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Figure 5.1 shows the ray geometry for the common-azimuth downward-continuation operator. Notice that the source ray ( psx , psy , psz ) and the receiver ray ( pr x , pr y , psz ) lie on the
same plane. To fulfill this condition the components for both rays along the crossline y axis
must be equal.
I follow simple geometry to obtain the two crossline y axis components for the source and
receiver rays. Figure 5.2 represents one of the slanted planes on Figure 5.1, and the elements
for this geometric derivation. From the definition of ray parameter, the component psy for the
source ray and the component pr y for the receiver ray are

x
y

z

S

G

Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the ray geometry for common-azimuth downwardcontinuation. For each pair of source ray and receiver ray, the two rays must lie on the same
slanted plane. This figure is taken from Biondi and Palacharla (1996). pscam-comaz-down2
[NR]
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x
y
z

dys

dyr
dz
dl s

dl r

Figure 5.2: Schematic representation of the ray geometry for the PS-CAM operator. For each
pair of source and receiver rays, the two rays lie on the same slanted plane. All the components
for the geometric derivation ray parameter representation of the stationary path approximation.
pscam-planes2 [NR]

1 dys
,
v p (s, z) dls
1 dyr
=
,
vs (r, z) dlr

psy =
pr y

(5.6)

where dls , dlr are the differential raypath lengths for the source and receiver ray, respectively,
dys and dyr are the source and receiver crossline components, as they are illustrated on Figure 5.2. The components psz for the source ray and pr z for the receiver ray are

1 dz
,
v p (s, z) dls
1 dz
=
,
vs (r, z) dlr

psz =
pr z

(5.7)

where dz is the component along the depth axis. This component must be the same for both
the source and the receiver ray. This condition also holds for converted waves. The final image forms when all the energy is focused at zero at time equal zero. This is true if both the
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P-velocity and the S-velocity models are correct. This is a key element for the PS-CAM operator, because of this the converted-wave stationary path does not incorporates any additional
parameters.
The final crossline y components for both the source and receiver rays are the result of
combining the set of equations 5.6 with the ones in 5.7, such that the differential raypath
lengths, dls and dlr , are eliminated. The components dys and dyr are
dys =
dyr =

psy dz
,
psz
pr y dz
.
pr z

(5.8)

The condition for the source and receiver rays lie in the same plane is that both dys and
dyr are the same. By equating the two equations in 5.8 I obtain the mathematical expression
of this condition

psy
pr y
=
.
psz
pr z

(5.9)

To eliminate both psz and pr z , from equation 5.9, I use the following relationship among
the ray parameters:

1
,
v p (s, z)
1
=
.
vs (r, z)

2
2
2
psx
+ psy
+ psz
=

pr2x + pr2y + pr2z

(5.10)

After some mathematical simplifications the stationary path relationship in terms of ray parameters is
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q

( pr y − psy ) = ( pr y + psy ) q

1
vs (r,z)

− pr2x −

1
vs (r,z)

− pr2x +

q
q

1
v p (s,z)

2
− psx

1
v p (s,z)

2
− psx

,

(5.11)

this equation transforms into equation 5.3 by substituting the wave numbers for the ray parameters.
This process just validates the PS common-azimuth downward-continuation operator, I
implement PS common-azimuth migration using a split-step algorithm (Kessinger, 1992). The
main difference between the implementation of the PS-CAM operator and the conventional
CAM operator is the need of two velocity models.

IMPULSE RESPONSE
The spreading surfaces for the theoretical impulse response of the common-azimuth migration
operator (Appendix F) are shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 for the single-mode case, and the
converted-mode case, respectively. Figure 5.3 shows the PP spreading surface in midpointoffset coordinates for an event with a total traveltime of 0.300 s, a P-velocity of 2500 m/s,
and inline-offset of 200 m. Figure 5.4 shows the equivalent PS spreading surface using an
S-velocity of 2000 m/s.
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 represents the impulse response for PS common-azimuth migration
downward-continuation operator. Figure 5.5 shows the result using the same velocity for the
propagation of the downgoing and upgoing wavefields, which is equivalent to the single-mode
common-azimuth operator. Figure 5.6 shows the result with a different propagation velocities for each of the two wavefields, which represents the converted-wave common-azimuth
operator.
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 are a four-dimensional representation of the prestack image with dimensions (z, CMP X , CMPY , H X ). For both figures, the top panel shows the inline-midpoint
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Figure 5.3: Single-mode (PP) spreading surface for an event with total travel-time of 0.300 s,
using constant P-velocity=2500 m, and inline surface-offset=200 m. pscam-pptheory [ER]
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Figure 5.4: Converted-mode (PS) spreading surface for an event with total travel-time of
0.300 s, using constant P-velocity=2500 m, constant S-velocity=2000 m, and inline surfaceoffset=200 m. pscam-pstheory [ER]
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and crossline-midpoint cube that corresponds to zero inline subsurface-offset. And, the bottom panel shows the inline-midpoint and inline subsurface-offset cube that corresponds to zero
crossline-midpoint.
The depth slices in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 exhibits interesting characteristics of the commonazimuth operator. For the single-mode case, Figure 5.5, the depth slice that corresponds
to the inline-midpoint and crossline-midpoint cube (top panel) shows a circle, whereas the
depth slice for inline-midpoint and inline subsurface-offset sections (bottom panel) shows a
rectangle. For the converted-mode case, Figure 5.6, the depth slice in the inline-midpoint
and crossline-midpoint cube (top panel) has similar characteristic as the single-mode case.
However, the depth slice for the inline-midpoint and inline subsurface-offset sections (bottom
panel) displays a rectangle that has been sheared and rotated. This deformation is the result of
using two different propagation velocities for the downgoing and upgoing wavefields.
To validate the implementation of the PS-CAM operator, I compare the PS impulse response with the spreading surfaces, which represent the theoretical solution. Figure 5.7 shows
several sections for the PS impulse response with the theoretical solution superimposed (blue
dotted curve). This figure shows two panels side-by-side, each panel consists of five sections.
The left panel shows inline-midpoint sections for zero crossline-midpoint, and the right panel
displays crossline-midpoint sections for zero inline-midpoint. All the sections correspond to
zero subsurface-offset. Each row represents an impulse response that corresponds to an spike
located at different surface-offset locations. From top to bottom, the surface-offsets are: -250
m, -150 m, 0 m, 150 m, and 250 m, respectively. Notice that the center panel, that corresponds
to zero offset, the impulse response is completely symmetric, as it is expected. The asymmetry characteristic for the PS-CAM operator is observed along the inline direction for different
offset values, as it can be seen along the inline sections (left panel) in Figure 5.7. However,
the crossline-midpoint location is symmetric (right panel in Figure 5.7).
Since the prestack image is four-dimensional, I use another comparison to truly validate the
PS-CAM implementation. The second test corresponds to an spike located at a fixed surfaceoffset of 200 m, I take five inline-midpoint sections that correspond to different crosslinemidpoint locations, and vice versa. Figure 5.8 shows these sections, the left panel represents
the inline-midpoint sections for five different crossline-midpoint locations. The right panel
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Figure 5.5: 4-D prestack PP impulse response. Top panel, CMP X and CMPY sections for
H X =0. Bottom panel, CMP X and H X sections for CMPY =0. The spike is located at zero
surface-offset. pscam-pp_imp_resp [CR]
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Figure 5.6: 4-D prestack PS impulse response. Top panel, CMP X and CMPY sections for
H X =0. Bottom panel, CMP X and H X sections for CMPY =0. The spike is located at zero
surface-offset. pscam-ps_imp_resp [CR]
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displays the crossline-midpoint sections for five different inline-midpoint locations, all the sections correspond to zero subsurface-offset. Both, the inline-midpoint and crossline-midpoint
locations are, from top to bottom, -250 m, -150 m, 0 m, 150 m, 250 m, respectively. As in
the first comparison, the theoretical solution is superimposed on the PS impulse response as
the blue dotted curve, in this case the spreading surface in Figure 5.4 shows the theoretical
solution.

REAL DATA IMPLEMENTATION
After the analysis and validation of the PS-CAM operator, I apply it to a real 3-D dataset. I use
two of the results from Chapter 4 to obtain the final image for the 3-D OBS dataset acquired
above the Alba oil field in the North Sea. Throughout this section, I present and compare the
result of two methods. The conventional method, that uses Normal Moveout plus stacking to
obtain the common-azimuth data cube, followed by PS common-azimuth migration, I refer to
this method as PS-NoMoRe. The proposed method, that uses the PS-AMO operator in the data
regularization process, as presented in the previous chapter, followed by PS common-azimuth
migration, I refer to this method as PS-AMORe.
Figure 5.9 shows the first comparison between the PS-NoMoRe result (left) and the PSAMORe result (right). From top to bottom four depth slices at 300 m, 400 m, 500 m, 600 m,
respectively. Notice how the acquisition artifacts are stronger in the PS-NoMoRe result than
in the PS-AMORe result. At a depth of 600 m the acquisition artifacts are no longer present
after PS-AMORe.
The following comparisons focus on a selected area for the final images, the depth values
were changed to relative depth values and they do not provide any information on the reservoir
characteristics, however, the final results and comparisons are indpendent of this modification.
Figures 5.10 and 5.11 correspond to the PS-NoMoRe and the PS-AMORe results, respectively.
The ovals marked as “A” in the inline-midpoint sections present events that are stronger in the
PS-AMORe result and are not present in the PS-NoMoRe result. Note at the very top of
the ovals that the reflectors are more clearly defined after PS-AMORe, as for example, right
underneath the mark “A”, inside the ovals, the reflector is completely clear in the PS-AMORe
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result, this same reflector is difficult to follow in the PS-NoMoRe result. This is also the case
for the main event at 720 m of depth right where the inline and crossline sections intersect. The
ovals marked as “B” also present events that are more continuous after PS-AMORe, primarily
at 720 m of depth. The ovals marked as “C” in the depth slices shows a channel in the PSAMORe result that is completely lost using PS-NoMoRe.
Figures 5.12 and 5.13 also compare PS-NoMoRe with PS-AMORe. I use a different inlinemidpoint sections taken at crossline-midpoint location of 575 m. The conclusions from the
previous comparison still holds. There are other two areas of interest for these inline-midpoint
sections. The ovals marked as “A” shows “wing” features better defined using PS-AMORe.
This geological feature in the top sand reflector is one of the main contributions of this dataset,
since this formation has also been confirmed with development drilling (Hanson et al., 1999).
Additionally, the reflector marked by ovals “B” is restored after using PS-AMORe.
Figures 5.14 and 5.15 also compare the results for PS-NoMoRe and PS-AMORe, respectively. The images correspond to another inline-midpoint sections for a crossline-midpoint
location of 825 m. The ovals marked as “A” not only shows the reflectors with brighter amplitudes but also they are more continuous after PS-AMORe. Along the crossline-midpoint
sections, the events are shifted laterally, because of the spatial correction of the PS-AMO
operator. These events are located at the center of the crossline-midpoint sections, in the PSAMORe result, and they are not truncated at the boundary, as it is the case for the PS-NoMoRe
result. The spatial shift is more clear in the depth slices, these are taken at a new depth (350
m). Notice the areas marked by the ovals “C” and “D”. The events are continuous through
the crossline direction in the PS-AMORe result, whereas, the events in the PS-NoMoRe are
truncated at the edges of the crossline sections.
Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show the last comparison between the PS-NoMoRe result and the
PS-AMORe result, respectively. I compare the crossline-midpoint sections that correspond
to inline-midpoint location of 2150 m. The geological feature marked by ovals “A” is better
defined in the PS-AMORe result than in the PS-NoMoRe result. At the reservoir level, the
ovals marked as “B” and “C” show the reservoir with better horizontal continuity and stronger
amplitudes along the crossline-midpoint section after using PS-AMORe.
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Figure 5.7: Impulse response for the PS common-azimuth downward-continuation operator. The superimposed blue-dotted curves represent the spreading surfaces. The left panel
represents the inline-midpoint section for zero crossline-midpoint, the right panel represents
the crossline-midpoint section for zero inline-midpoint, all the sections correspond to zero
subsurface-offset. Each row represents an impulse response for an spike located at different
surface-offset locations. From top to bottom, surface-offset: -250 m, -150 m, 0 m, 150 m , and
250 m. pscam-ps-ir-z-mx-my-hx [CR]
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Figure 5.8: Theoretical solution for the impulse response superimposed with the impulse response on Figure 5.6. This figure represents a fixed surface-offset of 200 m, the left panel represents the inline-midpoint direction and the right panel the crossline-midpoint direction, all of
them corresponds to zero subsurface-offset. From top to bottom I present sections at different
inline and crossline position: -250 m, -150 m, 0 m, 150 m, 250 m. pscam-ps-ir-z-mx-my-200
[CR]
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Figure 5.9: Comparison for several depth slices, of the PS-NoMoRe result (left) and the
PS-AMORe result (right). Note how the acquisition artifacts are healed in after the PSAMO correction and they are gone at a shallower depth with respect to the NMO correction.
pscam-ps_zslice_comp2 [CR]
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Figure 5.10: 3-D image displayed with relative depth slice at 0 m, inline section from
crossline=175 m, and crossline section from inline=4650 m. This result corresponds to the
PS-NoMoRe process. pscam-ps_migstk_4_ant [CR]
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Figure 5.11: 3-D image displayed with relative depth slice at 720 m, inline section from
crossline=175 m, and crossline section from inline=4650 m. This result corresponds to the
PS-AMORe process. pscam-ps_amostk2_4_ant [CR]
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Figure 5.12: 3-D image displayed with relative depth slice at 720 m, inline section from
crossline=575 m, and crossline section from inline=4650 m. This result corresponds to the
PS-NoMoRe process. pscam-ps_migstk_3_ant [CR]
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Figure 5.13: 3-D image displayed with relative depth slice at 720 m, inline section from
crossline=575 m, and crossline section from inline=4650 m. This result corresponds to the
Ps-AMORe process. pscam-ps_amostk2_3_ant [CR]
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Figure 5.14: 3-D image displayed with relative depth slice at 350 m, inline section from
crossline=825 m, and crossline section from inline=4650 m. This result corresponds to the
PS-NoMoRe process. pscam-ps_migstk_2_ant [CR]
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Figure 5.15: 3-D image displayed with relative depth slice at 350 m, inline section from
crossline=825 m, and crossline section from inline=4650 m. This result corresponds to the
Ps-AMORe process. pscam-ps_amostk2_2_ant [CR]
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Figure 5.16: 3-D image displayed with relative depth slice at 350 m, inline section from
crossline=175 m, and crossline section from inline=2150 m. This result corresponds to the
PS-NoMoRe process. pscam-ps_migstk_5_ant [CR]
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Figure 5.17: 3-D image displayed with relative depth slice at 350 m, inline section from
crossline=175 m, and crossline section from inline=2150 m. This result corresponds to the
PS-AMORe process. pscam-ps_amostk2_5_ant [CR]
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
This dissertation provides techniques to image converted-wave data. I also present the limitations for the techniques. I present the conclusions for each of the chapters independently.

CHAPTER 2: PS IMAGING OPERATORS
Chapter 2 described three operators for imaging of converted-wave data. The first operator,
PS Normal Moveout, a non-hyperbolic moveout equation for converted waves. This equation
is in terms of the effective velocity, and the P-to-S velocity ratio. However, for offset-to-depth
ratio less than 0.6, the moveout of converted waves can be approximated by the hyperbolic
moveout equation.
The second operator, PS-DMO, is an operator in the frequency wavenumber log-stretch
domain. Since this operator is stationary in the time log-stretch domain, the use of FFT in both
directions is possible. Additionally, the f-k log-stretch PS-DMO operator is computationally
efficient. PS-DMO is accurate kinematicly and also handles the amplitudes for steeply dipping
reflections more accurately than existing PS-DMO operators.
The first two operators transform the data into an image that is in the time (τ ) domain.
Both PS-NMO and PS-DMO have several limitations, PS-NMO is not a valid transformation in geologically complex areas. Also, PS-DMO uses an approximation for the CMP to
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CCP correction that depends on γ , which is a difficult parameter to determine from the data.
Therefore, the appropiate operator is the wave-equation-based migration operator, since the
dimensions of the model space are depth, image-midpoint, and image-offset, that as seen in
the Chapters 3, and 5, this domain is the most appropiate to image PS data.

CHAPTER 3: PS ANGLE-DOMAIN COMMON-IMAGE GATHERS
Chapter 3 focus in the analysis and interpretation for the dimensions of the prestack image that is obtained through wave-equation migration. I presented a method to accurately
transform-subsurface-offset domain CIGs into angle-domain CIGs, for converted-wave data.
This method requires the information along the midpoint axis and the velocity ratio.
For the converted-mode case, the angle representation of the image is the average of the
sum for the P-incidence angle and the S-reflection angle. The correct PS-ADCIGs can also
be mapped into two different angle axes, each one representing the the P-incidence angle and
the other representing the S-reflection angle. This mapping might yield useful information for
velocity updates for the two different velocity models.
The real data results illustrate the application for the method introduced in this chapter.
Because of the strong difference between the residual moveout present in the PZ-ADCIGs and
the true PS-ADCIGs, the S-velocity model was updated to satisfactorily produce PZ and PS
images with similar geological interpretaions.

CHAPTER 4: PS AZIMUTH MOVEOUT
Chapters 4 and 5 present the 3-D contribution of this thesis. Chapter 4 describes the convertedwave azimuth moveout operator, whereas Chapter 5 discusses the converted-wave commonazimuth migration operator. The 3-D OBS dataset from the Alba oil field illustrates the application of these two operators.
The PS-AMO operator transforms an input data trace with an arbitrary offset and azimuth
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position into an equivalent trace with a new offset and azimuth position. The PS-AMO operator has two main characteristics: 1) it preserves the resolution of the dipping events, and
2) it internally performs the CMP to CRP correction. Therefore, a priori CRP binning is not
necessary before applying azimuth moveout to converted-wave data.
To illustrate the applications of the PS-AMO operator I combined the geometry regularization with the data-dimensionality reduction problems as an inverse problem that uses the
cascade operation of the linear interpolation operator and the PS azimuth moveout operator.
The model space for this inverse problem consists of an uniformly sampled common offsetazimuth cube. I presented two solutions for this inverse problem, the adjoint solution and the
weighted adjoint soluiton. These two solutions were compared with the result for the conventional method, using normal moveout plus stacking.
These three solutions were analyzed using a subset for the real 3-D OBS seismic dataset
from the Alba oil field in the North Sea. The results showed that both the adjoint solution
and the weighted adjoint solution produced a regularized common-azimuth cube of PS data
that honored the input data and the characteristics of converted-wave data. These attributes
were not observed in the conventional method result. The weighted adjoint solution produced
a final model with an even distribution of the energy along the model cube. This is result of
the approximation of the Hessian using a diagonal operator.

CHAPTER 5: PS COMMON-AZIMUTH MIGRATION

I presented the converted-mode PS 3-D common-azimuth migration operator. The difference
between this operator and the single-mode PP operator is the use of two different velocity
fields. The stationary path approximation for converted waves was proved through geometrical
meanings, where the stationary-path was represented with ray parameter. The PS commonazimuth downward-continuation operator was validated using a theoretical derivation for the
impulse response of a point-scatterer. These validation was done through the four dimensions
of the prestack image.
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The real data applications combined the solutions for the irregular geometry and the migration cost using the PS-AMO operator followed by the PS-CAM operator. The results suggest
that the method proposed in this section of the thesis, the PS-AMO geometry regularization
followed by PS common-azimuth migration (PS-AMORe), produces results significantly better than the conventional process (PS-NoMoRe).
The PS-AMORe method enhances the main events in the final image, improveing the
continuity of the reflectors and recovering geological features that were lost with the traditional
method (PS-NoMoRe).

Appendix A
PS angle-domain transformation
This appendix presents the transformation from the subsurface-offset domain into the angledomain for converted-wave data. The derivation follows the well-known equations for apparent slowness in a constant-velocity medium in the neighborhood of the reflection/conversion
point. This derivation is consistent with the one presented by Fomel (2001);Sava and Fomel
(2003); and Biondi (2005).
The expressions for the partial derivatives of the total traveltime with respect to the image
point coordinates (m ξ , h ξ , z ξ ) are as follows (Rosales and Rickett, 2001a):

∂t
∂m ξ
∂t
∂h ξ
∂t
−
∂ zξ

= Ss sin βs + Sr sin βr ,
= −Ss sin βs + Sr sin βr ,
= Ss cos βs + Sr cos βr .

(A.1)

Where Ss and Sr are the slowness (inverse of velocity) at the source and receiver locations,
respectively. Figure ?? illustrates all the angles in this discussion. The angle βs is the direction of the wave propagation for the source, and the angle βr is the direction of the wave
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propagation for the receiver.
Throughout these set of equations, we obtain:
∂ zξ
∂h ξ
∂ zξ
−
∂m ξ

Sr sin βr − Ss sin βs
,
Sr cos βr + Ss cos βs
Ss sin βs + Sr sin βr
.
Ss cos βs + Sr cos βr

=

−

=

(A.2)

At this step, I define two angles, α and γ , to relate βs and βr as follows:

α=

βr + βs
,
2

and

θ=

βr − βs
,
2

(A.3)

as I discussed in Chapter 3, the angles α and θ , for the case of converted-wave data, are the
half-aperture angle and the pseudo-geological dip, respectively.
Following the change of angles suggested on equation A.3, and by following basic trigonometric identities, we can rewrite equations A.2 as follows:

∂ zξ
∂h ξ
∂ zξ
−
∂m ξ
−

tan θ + S tan α
,
1 − S tan α tan θ
tan α + S tan θ
=
1 − S tan θ tan α

=

(A.4)

where,

S=

Sr − Ss
γ (m ξ , z ξ ) − 1
=
,
Sr + Ss
γ (m ξ , z ξ ) + 1

I introduce the following notation in equation A.4:

(A.5)
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∂ zξ
,
∂h ξ
∂ zξ
.
F(mξ ) = −
∂m ξ
tan θ0 = −

(A.6)

In the notation A.6, θ0 is the pseudo-reflection angle, and F(mξ ) is local image-dips. The bases
for this definition resides in the conventional isotropic single-mode PP case. For this case, the
pseudo-reflection angle is the reflection angle, and the field F(mξ ) represents the geological
dip (Fomel, 1996). Using the notation A.6 into equation A.4, I present the equations

tan θ + S tan α
,
1 − S tan α tan γ
tan α + S tan θ
.
F(mξ ) =
1 − S tan θ tan α
tan θ0 =

(A.7)
(A.8)

Following basic algebra, equation A.8 reduces to

tan α =

F(mξ ) − S tan θ
.
1 − S F(mξ ) tan θ

(A.9)

Substituing equation A.9 into equation A.7, and following basic algebraic manipulations, we
obtain equation 3.2 in Chapter 3.

Appendix B

Mapping of PS-ADCIGs

This appendix presents the derivation for the equations that allow to map the existing PSADCIGs that are a function of the half-aperture angle into two angle-domain common-image
gathers. The first angle gather is a function of the P-incidence angle, the second angle gather
depends on the S-reflection angle. The first element to obtain these mapping equations is
Snell’s law:

sin φ sin σ
=
.
vp
vs

(B.1)

The angles φ and σ are the incidence and reflection angles, respectively. From the definition
of the full-aperture angle, θ , (equation 3.1), I obtain the following:
σ = 2θ − φ,

φ = 2θ − σ .

(B.2)
(B.3)

Introducing equations B.2 and B.3 into equation B.1, and using the P-to-S velocity ratio
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(γ ), I obtain:
sin φ = γ sin(2θ − φ),

sin σ = γ −1 sin(2θ − σ ).

(B.4)
(B.5)

Using simple trigonometric relations and basic algebra, from equations B.4 and B.5, I get,
respectively,
(1 + γ cos 2θ ) tan φ = γ sin 2θ ,
(γ + cos 2θ ) tan σ = sin 2θ .

Equations B.6 and B.7 translate into equations 3.3 and 3.4, in Chapter 3.

(B.6)
(B.7)

Appendix C
A Kirchhoff perspective for PS-ADCIG
transformation
In this appendix, I obtain the relation to transform subsurface offset-domain common-image
gathers into angle-domain common-image gathers for converted waves. To perform this
derivation, I use the geometry in Figure C.1 in order to obtain the parametric equations for
migration on a constant velocity medium.
Following the derivation of Fomel (1996) and Fomel and Prucha (1999), and applying
simple trigonometry and geometry to Figure C.1, I obtain parametric equations for migrating
an impulse recorded at time t D , data-midpoint m D , and data surface-offset h D as follows:

cos βr cos βs
,
cos βr + cos βs
sin βs cos βr − sin βr cos βs
= 2h D + (L s + L r )
,
cos βr + cos βs
(L s + L r ) sin βs cos βr + sin βr cos βs
= mD −
.
2
cos βr + cos βs

z ξ = (L s + L r )
2h ξ
mξ

where the total path length is:
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(C.1)
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I( zξ ,m , h ξ)
ξ
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I( zξ ,m ξ, h=0)

αx

Z

Figure C.1: Parametric formulation of the impulse response. append-angles2 [NR]

t D = Ss L s + Sr L r ,

z s − z r = L s cos βs − L r cos βr .

(C.2)

From that system of equations, Biondi (2005) shows that the total path length is

L=

I can rewrite system C.1 as:

t D cos βr + cos βs
.
2 Ss cos βr + Sr cos βs

(C.3)
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(L s + L r ) cos2 α − sin2 γ
,
2
cos α cos γ
sin γ
= 2h D − (L s + L r )
,
cos α
(L s + L r ) sin α
= mD −
.
2
cos γ

zξ =
2h ξ
mξ

(C.4)

where α and γ follow the same definition as in equation A.3. The total path length, L, in terms
of the angles α and β is:

L(α, β) =

tD
(Sr + Ss ) + (Sr − Ss ) tan α tan γ

(C.5)

Tangent to the impulse response
Following Biondi’s (2005) demostration, the derivative of the image depth (z ξ ) with respect to
the subsurface-offset (h ξ ), at a constant image midpoint (m ξ ), and the derivative of the depth
with respect to the image point, at a constant subsurface offset are given by the following:

∂ zξ
∂h ξ

m ξ =S
mξ

= −

∂T
∂h ξ m =S
ξ mξ
∂T
∂ z ξ m =S
ξ mξ

=

∂ z ξ ∂m ξ
∂α ∂γ
− ∂m ∂h
ξ
ξ
∂α ∂γ

−
−

∂ z ξ ∂m ξ
∂γ ∂α
∂m ξ ∂h ξ
∂γ ∂α

,

(C.6)

∂ z ξ ∂h ξ
∂α ∂γ
∂m ξ ∂h ξ
∂γ ∂α

,

(C.7)

and

∂ zξ
∂m ξ

h ξ =S
hξ

= −

∂T
∂m ξ h =S
ξ hξ
∂T
∂ z ξ h =S
ξ hξ

=

∂ zξ
∂γ
− ∂m
ξ
∂α

∂h ξ
∂α
∂h ξ
∂γ

−
−
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where the partial derivatives are:

∂ zξ
∂α
∂ zξ
∂γ
∂m ξ
∂α
∂m ξ
∂γ
∂h ξ
∂α
∂h ξ
∂γ

"
#
2
2
(S
−
S
)
tan
γ
(cos
α
−
sin
γ
)
L
r
s
tan α(cos2 α + sin2 γ ) +
,
= −
cos α cos γ
cos2 α
"
#
2
2
L
(S
−
S
)
tan
α(cos
α
−
sin
γ
)
r
s
= −
tan γ (cos2 α + sin2 γ ) +
,
cos α cos γ
cos2 γ


(Sr − Ss ) sin α tan γ
L
cos α −
,
= −
cos γ
cos2 α


(Sr − Ss ) tan α
L sin α
sin γ −
,
= −
cos2 γ
cos γ


(Sr − Ss ) tan γ
L sin γ
sin α −
,
= −
cos2 α
cos α


L
(Sr − Ss ) tan α sin γ
= −
cos γ −
.
(C.8)
cos α
cos2 γ

Figure C.2 presents the analytical solutions for the tangent to the impulse response. This
was done for an impulse at a PS-travel time of 2 s, and a φ value of 2. The left panel shows
the solution for equation C.6. The right panel shows the solution for equation C.7. The
solid lines superimpose on both surfaces represents one section of the numerical derivative to
the impulse response. The perfect correlation between the analytical and numerical solution
validates our analytical formulations. This results supports the analysis presented with the
kinematic equations (Appendix A).
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Figure C.2: Validation of the analytical solutions for the tangent to the impulse response,
the surface represents the analytical solutions and superimpose is the cut with the numerical
derivative. Left: For equation C.6. Right: For equation C.7 analytical solutions for the tangent
of the spreading surface for different values of φ append-ang_cwv_wei_surf [ER]

Appendix D
Derivation of the PS-DMO and PS-AMO
operators

This appendix presents the extension to 3-D of the PS-DMO operator introduced in Chapter
2, followed by the derivation of the PS-AMO operator presented in Chapter 4.
The 2-D PS-DMO operator in equations 2.13 and 2.14, from Chapter 2, extend to 3-D by
replacing the offset and midpoint coordinates for the offset and midpoint vectors respectively.
This extension gives the 3-D expression for the PS-DMO operator:

t02 kyk2
= 1,
+
tn2 kHk2

(D.1)

kyk2 = kx + Dk2 ,

(D.2)

where
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√
2 γ
H=
h = αh,
1+γ

(D.3)

and

"

4γ khk2
D = 1+ 2 2
v p tn + 2γ (1 − γ )khk2

#

1−γ
h.
1+γ

(D.4)

Here, x is the midpoint position vector, h is the offset vector, D is the transformation vector
responsible for the CMP to CRP correction, and γ is the v p /vs ratio.
I use the 3-D PS-DMO operator to derive the PS-AMO operator. Since the vectors x and
D are collinear, and from substituing equation D.2 into equation D.1, we obtain the first of two
time shifts corresponding to the PS-AMO transformation:

t02

=

t12




kH1 k2 − ||x10 + D10 ||2
,
kH1 k2

(D.5)

where x10 corresponds to the intermediate transformation to zero-offset. The vector, x10 + D10 ,
relates to the transformation from CMP to CRP, which is an intrinsic property of PS-DMO

operator.
The second time shift for the PS-AMO operator corresponds to the transformation from
the intermediate zero-offset position, x10 , to the final trace position, is

t22

=

t02




kH2 k2
,
kH2 k2 − ||x02 + D02 ||2

(D.6)

where the vector (x02 + D02 ) corresponds to the transformation from zero-offset to the final
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CMP position. The transformation vectors, (D10 and D02 , both comes from equation D.4 with
the offset vector, h, equals to the input offset and the output offset, respectively.
Finally, combining equations D.5 and D.6 I obtain the expression for the PS-AMO operator:

t22

=

kH2 k2
t12
kH1 k2




kH1 k2 − kx10 + D10 k2
.
kH2 k2 − kx02 + D02 k2

(D.7)

Figure 4.1 shows that x10 and D10 are parallel, as well as x02 and D02 . Therefore, we can
rewrite equation D.7 as

t22

=

kH2 k2
t12
kH1 k2




kH1 k2 − kx10 k2 − kD10 k2 − 2x10 · D10
.
kH2 k2 − kx02 k2 − kD02 k2 − 2x02 · D02

(D.8)

Both x10 and x02 can be expressed in terms of the final midpoint position, x, by using the
rule of sines in the triangle (x,x10 ,x02 ), in Figure 4.1, as

sin(θ2 − 1φ)
,
sin(θ1 − θ2 )
sin(θ1 − 1φ)
= x
.
sin(θ1 − θ2 )

x10 = x
x02

(D.9)
(D.10)

By introducing equations D.9 and D.10 into equation D.8 and by replacing H1 and H2 for
their definition on equation D.3, I obtain the final expression for the PS-AMO operator, that is
equation 4.1 in Chapter 4.

Appendix E
PS-CAM theoretical impulse response
This appendix derives the exact solution for the PS common-azimuth downward-continuation
operator using the point-scatterer geometry The equation for the total travel time is the sum of
a downgoing travel path with P-velocity (v p ) and an upgoing travel path with S-velocity (vs ),

tD =

q

z ξ2 + ks − ξxy k2
vp

+

q

z ξ2 + kg − ξxy k2
vs

,

(E.1)

where s and g are the source and receiver vector locations, respectively. The vector ξxy denotes the point-scatterer location. The same expression can be represented in midpoint-offset
coordinates (m, h)

tD =

q

z ξ2 + kξxy − m + h D k2
vs

+

q

z ξ2 + kξxy − m − h D k2
vp

.

(E.2)

Figure E.1 shows the single-mode summation surface in midpoint-offset coordinates for a
point scatterer at a depth of 500 m, a P-velocity of 3000 m/s, and inline-offset of 3000 m.
Figure E.2 shows the equivalent surface for converted waves, with an S-velocity of 1500 m/s.
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Figure E.1: Single-mode (PP) total-travel-time surface (equation E.1) for a point scatterer
at 500 m of depth in a medium with constant P-velocity=3000 m/s, and for an inlineoffset=3000 m. append-ppcheops [ER]

The following procedure shows how to go from t D (z ξ , m, h) to z ξ (t D , m, h):

tD vp = γ

q

q
z ξ2 + kξxy − m + h D k2 + z ξ2 + kξxy − m − h D k2 ,

(E.3)

where γ represents the P-to-S velocities ratio. If we make the following definitions,

2 A = t D vp ,

α = z ξ + kξxy − m + h D k2 ,

β = z ξ + kξxy − m − h D k2 ,
(E.3) becomes

(E.4)
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Figure E.2: Converted-mode (PS) total-travel-time surface (equation E.1) for a point scatterer at 500 m of depth in a medium with constant P-velocity=3000 m/s, and constant Svelocity=1500m/s, for an inline-offset=3000 m. append-pscheops [ER]

2A = γ

√

p
α + β.

(E.5)

We square both sides to get a new equation with only one square root:

4 A2 − (γ 2 α + β) = 2γ

p

αβ.

(E.6)

Squaring again to eliminate the square root, and combining elements, we obtain

16 A4 − 8 A2 (γ 2 α + β) + (γ 2 α − β)2 = 0.
This expression is a 4th degree polynomial in z ξ ; which is:

(E.7)
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0 = 16 A4 − 8 A2 ((γ 2 + 1)z ξ2 + φ 2 (kξxy − m + h D k2 )2 + (kξxy − m − h D k2 )2 )
+ ((γ 2 − 1)z ξ2 + φ 2 (kξxy − m + h D k2 )2 − (kξxy − m − h D k2 )2 )2 .

(E.8)

This can also be writen as follows

0 = (γ 2 − 1)2 z ξ4

+ (2φ 2 (kξxy − m + h D k2 )2 − (kξxy − m − h D k2 )2 (γ 2 − 1) − 8(t D v p )2 (γ 2 + 1))z ξ2
+ 16(t D v p )4 − 8(t D v p )2 φ 2 (kξxy − m + h D k2 )2 + (kξxy − m − h D k2 )2
+ (φ 2 (kξxy − m + h D k2 )2 − (kξxy − m − h D k2 )2 )2

(E.9)

This polynomial equation has 4 solutions, which take the following well known form:

s

√
−b ± b2 − 4ac
zξ = ±
,
2a

(E.10)

where

a =

2
γ2 −1 ,

b = 2φ 2 (kξxy − m + h D k2 )2 − (kξxy − m − h D k2 )2 (φ 2 − 1) − 8(t D v p )2 (φ 2 + 1),
c = 16(t D v p )4 − 8(t D v p )2 φ 2 (kξxy − m + h D k2 )2 + (kξxy − m − h D k2 )2
+ (φ 2 (kξxy − m + h D k2 )2 − (kξxy − m − h D k2 )2 )2 .

(E.11)

Figure E.3 presents the four solutions described in the previous equation. This plot, eventhough is a simple way to verify the appropiate solution for our case, it’s a simple way to
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select the solution that is adequate to our problem. The plot suggests that the fourth solution,
that is the solution with the negative both inside and outside the external square root is the
appropiate solution.
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Figure E.3: Solutions for the analytical solution of the PS common-azimuth migration operator. The final solution is the first plot, that corresponds to the solution with both negative signs.
append-ps4sol [ER]
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